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Summary
About the students surveyed
Institutions offer a broad range of courses under the heading “Adult Basic Education,” including
fundamental academic skills, academic upgrading, and life skills or career preparation. Many students
who take these courses are concurrently enrolled in other college-level (non-ABE) programs.
For the purposes of the survey, the following groups were defined to identify former students as
eligible for surveying:
• ABE Fundamental Completer
• ABE Fundamental Leaver
• ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level Completer
• ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level Leaver
• Joint ABE and College-level (non-ABE) course or program (completer)
• Orientation courses (completer)
• Career Access (completer)
Completers had to finish at least one course in a specified period; the leavers failed to complete a
course in that period. Those who took more than one type of ABE course were assigned to a category
on the basis of a prioritization that put Career Access first and ABE Fundamental last.
To simplify the presentation in this report, the “ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial”
categories are referenced as “ABE Advanced.”

Student characteristics
The majority of the former students who were eligible for the survey were female: 59 percent overall. By category, ABE Fundamental students were the most likely to be female (64 percent), although
only 53 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers were female. All categories had similar majorities of female students except Career Access—it was 56 percent male.
Former students from ABE Fundamental courses were the oldest, with a median age of 33 for those
who completed their courses and 31 for those who left early. The former Joint ABE/College students
were the youngest, with a median age of 22.
Joint ABE/College respondents were the most likely to be single with no children—71 percent.
ABE Advanced or Fundamental respondents were more likely to have children: 35 percent were parents. This figure climbs to 50 percent, for those who were ABE Fundamental leavers.
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Before enrolling in their courses, the majority of respondents had completed high school or the
GED: 91 percent of Joint ABE/College respondents, 74 percent of ABE Advanced completers, 61 percent of ABE Fundamental completers, and 46 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers.

Reasons for enrolling
Overall, 49 percent of respondents said they took their courses to qualify to enter a post-secondary
program or institution, 37 percent wanted to upgrade for further education or training, and 13 percent
wanted to get their high school graduation.
All of the Joint ABE/College respondents had goals to do with upgrading or qualifying for further
education, 74 percent of those from Career Access courses enrolled for reasons relating to job skills or
career, and 32 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers had hoped to get high school.

Reasons for leaving
Together, 36 percent of the ABE Fundamental and Advanced students who left their courses before
finishing said they got the courses they wanted, completed the credits they needed, graduated, or qualified to transfer to another program. Also, 20 percent said they left because their job situations changed;
15 percent said they changed their minds.
Compared with those who did not complete ABE Advanced courses, a higher proportion of former
ABE Fundamental leavers said they left due to personal circumstances—25 versus 13 percent.
Although only 5 percent of leavers said that “finances” was their reason for leaving, 21 percent said
they had financial difficulties while studying. Overall, about 24 percent of respondents cited financial
difficulties—by category the percentages ranged from 20 percent for ABE Fundamental completers to
28 percent for former Joint ABE/College students.

A bridge to further study
At some point after respondents left their courses, from 15 percent (ABE Fundamental leavers) to
60 percent (former Joint ABE/College students) enrolled in non-ABE further education. Over a third
of ABE Advanced leavers said they took some further studies.
Overall, 50 percent of the respondents who took further education enrolled in a certificate or diploma program. As well, 40 percent said they enrolled in baccalaureate programs or in associate degree,
Arts diploma, or university transfer programs.
A large majority of respondents who continued their studies—from 90 percent of Joint ABE/College students to 75 percent of ABE leavers (Advanced and Fundamental combined)—said they were
very well or somewhat prepared by their ABE or career preparation courses.

Employment outcomes
At the time of the survey, 81 percent of the former students were in the labour force; that is, working or looking for work. The employment rates were 74 percent for ABE Advanced leavers and Joint
4
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ABE/College respondents, 73 percent for Career Access and 67 percent for Orientation respondents,
55 percent for ABE Fundamental leavers, and 45 percent for ABE Fundamental completers.
Three-quarters of employed respondents were working full time; 47 percent said they had the same
job before or while they were enrolled in ABE and career preparation courses.
Half of the full-time employed respondents earned less than $20,000 per year—69 percent of Joint
ABE/College students and only 35 percent of ABE leavers (Advanced and Fundamental) were in this
category.

Achievement, growth, and satisfaction
The following percentages of respondents said they either completely or mostly met their main
goal for enrolling: 80 percent from the Joint ABE/College category, 81 percent from Career Access and
Orientation courses, 78 percent of ABE (Advanced and Fundamental) completers, 54 percent of leavers
from ABE Advanced courses, and 47 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers.
Overall, 78 percent of respondents said that their courses helped them develop a positive attitude
toward learning; 66 percent said their courses did well or very well helping them with setting goals for
the future.
The following majorities of employed respondents said they could do their jobs very much or
somewhat better because of the personal skills they gained: 52 percent of former ABE Advanced students, 60 percent of former ABE Fundamental students, and 68 percent of those from Career Access
courses.
Most respondents were very satisfied or satisfied with the courses they took. The leavers were a little less likely to be satisfied than others: 85 percent, compared with 92 to 99 percent of respondents in
the other categories.

Evaluations and ratings
About three-quarters of the former students said their courses helped them develop communication skills, such as writing clearly. Although 30 percent of respondents said that “writing clearly” was
not applicable to their courses, 77 percent of those who indicated the skill applied to them said their
courses helped them—very well or well—to write clearly.
Most respondents overall thought that the skill of analysis and critical thinking was relevant to
their courses. By category, 81 percent of ABE completers to 75 percent of ABE leavers said their courses
helped them to analyse and think critically.
Overall, 84 percent of respondents thought that the quality of the instruction they received was
good or very good. ABE completers were a little more satisfied with their instruction than were ABE
leavers: 86 versus 80 percent.
ABE leavers were somewhat more likely to indicate that they had used print-based distance education (68 percent said it was not applicable) and self-paced classrooms (33 percent said not applicable).
From 80 to 89 percent of respondents by category said ease of registration was very good or good.
5
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The availability of courses scored lower—only 59 percent of former Joint ABE/College students said
the availability of courses was very good or good, although 82 percent of ABE Fundamental completers
said it was good.

Conclusions
The students who take courses under the ABE umbrella are as different from each other as they are
from non-ABE college students. Their educational needs vary widely, but at the same time, the survey
findings suggest that there is considerable overlap in their studies across the different categories of ABE
and career preparation courses.
The majority of those surveyed took ABE and related courses to upgrade or qualify for further
education—and they were likely to achieve their goal. Even the ABE leavers often said they got what
they needed from their studies, whether or not they completed a specific course.
Although this survey has provided a lot of data, there remain many unanswered questions, particularly about the ABE Fundamental group, which was due, in part, to the way the survey cohort was
defined. Additional research undertaken to explore these questions should include a redefinition of
ABE categories for surveying.
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Why survey former Adult Basic Education students?
Every year in BC, approximately 30,000 college, university college, and institute students enrol
in some type of course that is called Adult Basic Education (ABE) or comes under the ABE umbrella.
Students from these courses may or may not be concurrently taking other college-level courses or go on
to other college-level programs.
At the system level, there have been survey projects in the past that focussed on ABE students,
and from 1997 to 2000, former ABE students were included in the BC College and Institute Student
Outcomes (CISO) survey. However, many of the questions in the CISO survey did not apply to them,
and in 2001, a decision was made to exclude these students from the survey. (See Appendix A: History
of ABE surveying in BC.) Since that time, there has been a lack of system-wide information on these
students: their educational experiences, their activities after completing their courses (further education
and employment), and the relevance of ABE studies to their subsequent activities.
The public post-secondary institutions that offer these courses need information:
• For program development and improvement;
• To improve their understanding of leavers, that is, students who leave before completing their
ABE courses; and
• For accountability purposes.
The Ministry of Advanced Education (AVED) is also looking for information on ABE courses,
programs, and students for policy decision making and accountability.
In response to these needs, the Outcomes Working Group, with the support of the ABE Deans
and Directors, made a proposal to conduct an Adult Basic Education Outcomes Survey. AVED and the
institutions approved the proposal and committed funds to the project in March 2005.

How were ABE students chosen for the survey?
“Adult Basic Education” is a broad term that covers many different courses and programs. In addition to courses teaching fundamental skills in English or mathematics and courses covering secondary
school-level instruction, institutions also offer a range of life skills or career preparation courses under
the ABE umbrella. Further, many of the students who take ABE courses are concurrently enrolled in
other college-level (non-ABE) programs.
For the purposes of this survey, the following groups were defined to identify former students from
ABE and related courses for inclusion in the cohort (that is, identified as eligible for the survey).
7
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To be included in the survey file, students must have been enrolled in one of the ABE levels defined
below at some point between July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. Students may have started their courses
before July 1, 2003, but must have ended them by June 30, 2004 and not returned to the same institution for further ABE courses since then.
 ABE Fundamental
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental level (courses
equivalent to Grade 8 or below) and not in any Intermediate, Advanced, or Provinciallevel courses or other college-level (non-ABE) courses or in Career Access or Orientation
courses.
 ABE Intermediate, Advanced, Provincial
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Intermediate Grade 9/10,
Advanced Grade 11/12, and Provincial Grade 11/12 level. They must not have been registered in a college-level (non-ABE) course or program or in Career Access or Orientation
courses at the same time.
 Joint ABE and college-level courses
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental (Grade 8 or
below) or Intermediate Grade 9/10, Advanced Grade 11/12, and Provincial Grade 11/12
levels at the institution, AND who were also registered in a college-level (non-ABE) course
or program during the same enrolment period.
 Orientation
Students who took a course or courses researching different jobs, job shadowing, career
planning, job search, or life skills.
 Career Access
Students who took a course or courses to prepare them for admission to a technical program or entry-level employment.
Please note, if a student took more than one type of ABE course, they were assigned to a category
on the basis of the following prioritization:
1. Career Access
2. Orientation
3. Joint ABE/College-level (non-ABE) course or program
4. ABE only – Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial level
5. ABE only – Fundamental
Former students from the ABE Fundamental and ABE Intermediate, Advanced, or Provincial categories were also classified as either “completers” or “leavers”:
• “Completers” are those students who received a passing letter grade in at least one ABE course
between July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. This course could have been a single ABE course or
part of a Career Access or Orientation program.
• “Leavers” (or unsuccessful completers) are those who did not complete any ABE course (e.g.,
incomplete, withdrawal, or received a failing letter grade) within the specified period.1
For the purposes of the survey cohort, the completer and leaver categories are mutually exclusive.
The following table summarizes the categories above.
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Category

Status

ABE Fundamental (Completer)

Completed at least one course

ABE Fundamental (Leaver)

Did not complete course (Jul 03–Jun 04)

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Completer)

Completed at least one course

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Leaver)

Did not complete course (Jul 03–Jun 04)

Joint ABE/College-level (non-ABE) course or program

Completed at least one course

Orientation courses

Completed at least one course

Career Access

Completed at least one course

Please see Appendix B: Selection Criteria for a complete description of how former students were
chosen for the survey.

How was the survey conducted?
Using the above selection criteria, 17,253 former students were selected for the survey cohort. Over
half (54 percent) of those selected had taken more than one ABE or career preparation course.
The students from Joint ABE and college-level courses comprised 30 percent of the cohort. On the
other hand, only 4 percent of the former students in the cohort were categorized as ABE Fundamental
leavers. (See following table.) According to the prioritization strategy, described in the previous section,
former students were placed in the ABE Fundamental category only if they had not taken any other
type of course.
Category

Cohort

Percentage

ABE Fundamental (Completer)

414

2%

ABE Fundamental (Leaver)

734

4%

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Completer)

4,349

25%

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Leaver)

4,549

26%

Joint ABE/College-level (non-ABE) course or program

5,190

30%

Orientation courses

1,172

7%

845

5%

Career Access

Given the large number of former ABE students identified as eligible for the survey, it was necessary to adopt a strategy to limit the number of students surveyed. To make sure that all the ABE groups
or categories defined above had adequate representation, a disproportional stratified sampling methodology was applied. The population was stratified by institution and by the seven ABE categories, and
targets were set for each stratum. Respondents were selected randomly within each stratum. To get a
representative sample from each stratum, however, it was necessary to target a disproportionately larger
sample from the smaller categories. See Appendix C: ABE Survey Methodology for more details on the
data collection and sampling strategy. The appendix includes cohort numbers, targets, and respondents
by category and institution.
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Of the 17,253 former students from ABE and related courses in the survey cohort, 4,989 were
targeted by the sampling strategy and 4,249 completed the survey. While the gross response rate is 25
percent (the number of respondents out of the eligible cohort), 85 percent of those who were in the
targeted sample actually completed the survey. The following chart shows cohort, target, and respondent numbers.
Cohort

Target

Respondents

ABE Fundamental (Completer)

414

414

143

ABE Fundamental (Leaver)

734

734

178

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Completer)

4,349

1,384

1,346

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level (Leaver)

4,549

1,118

988

Joint ABE/College
level (non-ABE) course or program

5,190

915

1,161

Orientation courses

1,172

221

223

845

203

210

17,253

4,989

4,249

Category

Career Access
TOTALS

The former ABE students were surveyed by telephone between May and August, 2005. The average administration time of the interview was 13 minutes. See Appendix D: 2005 BC College and Institute
ABE Survey Questionnaire.
There were a number of questions that required the respondent to evaluate or rate aspects of their
courses. Since it was determined that respondents would need a minimum number of hours of experience with their courses to answer these questions, the leavers (those who did not complete their courses)
were asked: “In total, for how many hours did you go to class or study these courses by yourself?” If
they had less than 10 hours of class or study time with their course, they were not asked the evaluation
questions.

How were the survey data analysed and reported?
This report presents a summary of the findings from the survey, by category. A tabular report—the
Key Outcomes Indicators by Institution—was produced and distributed in August 2005.
A weighting methodology was used to compensate for the disproportional sample sizes. The weighting was based on the stratification by ABE category and by institution that was done for the sampling
strategy. (See Appendix C: ABE Survey Methodology.)
In the report, some information on the cohort (gender and age) is offered, but most of the analysis
is based on survey responses and the results presented reflect weighted percentages. Most findings are
shown by ABE category. For ease of presentation in the report, the seven categories, defined on page 8,
are labelled as follows:
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Description

Label

ABE Fundamental Completer

ABE Fundamental

ABE Fundamental Leaver

ABE Fundamental Leaver

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level Completer

ABE Advanced

ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial-level Leaver

ABE Advanced Leaver

Joint ABE/College-level (non-ABE) course or program Completer

Joint ABE/College

Orientation courses Completer

Orientation

Career Access Completer

Career Access

The differences noted in the report as differences are those that were statistically significant—a
statistically significant result is one that cannot reasonably be explained by chance alone. (Results were
accepted as significant at the 95 percent confidence level. See Appendix C: ABE Survey Methodology.)
The cohort categories varied in size and the numbers of respondents for each category vary accordingly. Further, because of the prioritization strategy used to categorize students, the groups of ABE
Fundamental completers and leavers are quite small. The reported results for these categories should be
interpreted with caution.
The 4,249 respondents to the survey were distributed across the seven ABE categories as follows:
Category

Respondents

Percentage

ABE Fundamental

143

3%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

178

4%

1,346

32%

988

23%

1,161

27%

Orientation

223

5%

Career Access

210

5%

4,249

100%

ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College

All respondents
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Who took ABE and career preparation courses?
Gender and age
The majority of the former students
who took at least one ABE Fundamental, ABE Advanced, Orientation, or Career Access course and were eligible for
the survey (i.e., in the survey cohort)
were female: 59 percent. This percentage is a little higher than the percentage of females in the 2005 cohort for
the BC College and Institute Student
Outcomes (CISO) Survey, which was
56 percent.2
With one exception, the majority of former students in every ABE
or career preparation course category
were female. The exception was Career Access, where 56 percent of the
cohort was male. The highest proportion of females (64 percent) was in the
ABE Fundamental category—those
who completed at least one fundamental course in the specified period (July
2003 – June 2004). ABE Fundamental leavers, however, had a significantly
lower proportion of females—53 percent. This pattern was repeated for the
ABE Advanced completers and leavers,
suggesting that females were more likely to complete courses than males.
The median age of former students
at the time of the survey varied by category, although on average, females

Gender by ABE and career preparation category
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver

36%

64%

47%

53%

38%

62%

43%

57%

Joint ABE/College

38%

62%

Orientation

39%

61%
56%

Career Access

44%

Male

Female

Median age, by gender and category
31

ABE Fundamental

35
30
32

ABE Fundamental Leaver

ABE Advanced

25
27

ABE Advanced Leaver

26
27
22
22

Joint ABE/College

26
27

Orientation

26

Career Access

29
Male

Female
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tended to be older. Former students from ABE Fundamental courses were the oldest, with a median
age of 33 for those who completed their courses and 31 for those who left early. The former Joint ABE/
College students were the youngest, with a median age of 22.

Family status
The former students who were
surveyed were asked to describe their
family situation. Overall, 56 percent of
respondents were single, with no children. Well over a quarter, however, had
children: 19 percent as part of a couple and 10 percent as single parents.
Former students from ABE Advanced
or Fundamental courses were more
likely to have children—36 percent
were parents. This figure climbs to 50
percent, for those who were ABE Fundamental leavers.3
Former students who were enrolled
jointly in ABE and college-level courses
were the most likely to be single with
no children (71 percent) and the least
likely to be parents (12 percent). Respondents who did not complete ABE
Fundamental courses were the most
likely to be single parents: 16 percent.

Family status by category
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Single, no children
Couple, no children
Couple, with children
Single parent

High school
Overall, 71 percent of respondents said they had a high school diploma before enrolling in their
ABE courses, and 5 percent said they received a General Educational Development (GED) certificate.4
For most categories, 3 to 6 percent of respondents had a GED; however, 9 percent of the ABE Fundamental completers said they had a GED as their high school equivalent.
Females were a little more likely to have started their ABE or career preparation courses with a high
school diploma or GED; 78 percent had completed secondary-level studies, compared with 74 percent
of males.
Before their ABE courses, the majority of the former ABE Advanced students surveyed—74 percent of completers and 68 percent of leavers—had received a high school diploma or the GED. Almost
all (91 percent) of the Joint ABE/College respondents had finished high school or the GED; 61 percent
of those who completed ABE Fundamental courses indicated they had a diploma or GED, as did 46
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percent of those who were ABE Fundamental leavers.

Previous secondary education, by category
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver

52%
40%

9%

6%
69%
62%

6%
86%

Joint ABE/College
Orientation

5%

68%

6%
83%

Career Access
High School diploma

4%

3%
GED

At first glance this level of prior
secondary school completion may be
surprising, particularly for ABE Fundamental students, but respondents may
have had other reasons for taking these
courses—see the following section on
reasons for enrolling. Further, since the
cohort definition categorized students
on the basis of as little as one course, it
may be misleading to think of respondents from the fundamental groups as
“ABE Fundamental students” rather
than simply as students who took a
fundamental-level course.

Equity groups
Twelve percent of former ABE and career preparation students identified themselves as Aboriginal. (In comparison, 4 percent of former students in the 2005 CISO survey identified themselves as
Aboriginal.) The percentage varied quite a bit by ABE category, from a low of 5 percent of those who
completed a Career Access course to a high of 20 percent of those who left ABE Fundamental courses
before completion.
Similarly, 12 percent of respondents said they had a long-term condition or health problem that
limited the kind of activities they did. (This is considerably higher than the overall figure from the 2004
CISO survey, which was 5 percent.) The majority of those with a limiting condition (63 percent) cited
mobility and co-ordination problems; however, a sizeable number said they had learning disorders (18
percent) or mental illnesses (22 percent).
By ABE category there are significant differences. Only 7 percent of respondents from Joint ABE/
College courses identified themselves as having a limiting condition, compared with 24 percent of
those who completed ABE Fundamental courses. Of those who left their ABE Fundamental courses
before completing, 29 percent said they had a limiting condition.
Overall, 23 percent of former ABE and career preparation students learned English as a second
language. (This compares with 17 percent of the former students who participated in the 2005 CISO
survey.) Twenty percent of those who completed ABE Advanced courses said they learned English as
their second language; 37 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers said the same.
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Why take ABE or career preparation courses?
Reasons or goals for enrolling
The former students surveyed were asked to list the educational or career goals they had when
they started their ABE or career preparation courses. Overall, 49 percent of respondents said they had
wanted to qualify to enter a post-secondary program or institution; 37 percent had wanted to upgrade
for further education or training, and 13 percent had wanted to get their high school graduation. Other
reasons included improving basic skills, changing careers, learning job skills, and personal interest.
Respondents were allowed to list as many goals as they wanted—40 percent had more than one
reason for enrolling. The responses were coded at the time of the interview into a list of 10 reasons.
This list can be simplified by aggregating similar goals. With five goals, the message is even clearer: 86
percent of all the former students surveyed had wanted to upgrade or qualify for further education; 32
percent had wanted to focus on job skills, and 13 percent had intended to improve their basic skills.

Goals by category
There were some notable differences in the goals expressed by students in the different ABE or
career preparation categories. Their goals seem to correspond to the type of program they entered; for
example, 74 percent of those who had enrolled in Career Access courses did so for reasons relating to
job skills or career, and 100 percent of respondents from the Joint ABE/College category had goals to
do with upgrading or qualifying for further education. Well over half of the group who left their ABE
Fundamental courses before finishing had hoped to get high school or improve their basic skills. It is interesting to note that about a third of the ABE Fundamental respondents who completed their courses
had enrolled for personal reasons.
Former students’ reasons for enrolling in their courses
Educational or Career
Goals for Enrolling

To get high
school
diploma

To upgrade or
qualify for
further
education

For job skills
or career

To improve
basic skills

ABE Fundamental

14%

59%

29%

31%

35%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

32%

59%

30%

27%

10%

ABE Advanced

15%

92%

29%

12%

9%

ABE Advanced Leaver

21%

82%

26%

13%

7%

4%

100%

27%

10%

8%

11%

61%

52%

11%

13%

3%

59%

74%

13%

9%

Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access

Note: Respondents could give more than one reason for enrolling.
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Why do students leave ABE or career preparation courses?
Reasons for leaving
Survey respondents were asked to state all their reasons for leaving; the majority gave one reason,
although 16 percent had more than one reason for leaving. See Appendix E: Reasons for Leaving for
a complete list of reasons by all ABE
categories.
Educational reasons for leaving
Very few former ABE Fundamental and Advanced students who left
their courses before finishing said they
graduated, but in aggregate, a significant percentage (36 percent) said they
got the courses they wanted, completed
the credits they needed, or qualified to
transfer to another program.5 Otherwise, they were most likely to say they
left because their job situations changed
(20 percent) or they changed their
minds (15 percent). A sizeable number
said they completed the courses they
wanted (14 percent) or got the credits
they needed (11 percent). There were
some differences between those who
left Fundamental courses and those
who left ABE Advanced courses, the
most notable being that a higher proportion of ABE Fundamental leavers
said they left due to personal circumstances or lack of daycare (although the
numbers are very small).
Respondents who completed their
courses gave the same reasons for leaving, although in different proportions.
In each category, a majority said they
had completed their courses or credits,
graduated, or transferred to another
program or institution: from 63 percent of ABE Fundamental completers
to 88 percent of Joint ABE/College
completers. Overall, 13 percent of the
completers changed their minds or were
disappointed enough in the program or

12%
15%

Completed
wanted courses
Completed
needed credits

4%
12%
5%

Transferred or
qualified for program
Graduated

9%
2%
3%
5%
5%

Disappointed with
course or institution
Disappointed with own
performance or failed
Other

4%
3%
3%
5%
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced Leaver

Personal reasons for leaving
20%
20%

Job changed

16%
15%

Changed mind

25%

Personal circumstances

13%
6%
6%

Got a job

8%
6%

Inconvenient

Finances

Lack of daycare

5%
5%
2%
1%
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced Leaver
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their academic performance to quit.6 Only 6 percent said they left for personal reasons (virtually no
one in the completer group cited lack of daycare as a reason for leaving).

Barriers to education
As a way of exploring possible barriers to education for the ABE cohort, survey respondents were
asked if they were planning to enrol in any further courses at a BC college or institute in the future, and
if they were, why they were not currently attending those courses.
Over three-quarters of the survey respondents said they were planning to continue. Not surprisingly, former Joint ABE/College students were the most likely to say this, at 80 percent. However, respondents who did not complete their ABE courses were almost as likely to say they wanted to continue
in the future: 78 percent of ABE Advanced leavers and 79 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers planned
to enrol in further courses. The ABE Fundamental completers were the least likely to say they would
continue, although it was still a sizeable majority of 65 percent who said they planned to enrol again.
The former students who wanted to continue gave many reasons for why they were not enrolled
in courses at the time of the survey, but there were a few main ones: “need to finish other courses,” “do
not have the financial resources,” “decided to work,” and “personal circumstances.” Leavers (ABE Advanced and ABE Fundamental) were most likely to say they decided to work instead, while completers
were most likely to say they needed to finish other courses first. The completers from Joint ABE/College courses were even more likely to
say they needed to finish other courses
Reasons not currently attending, for those
(41 percent). Responses from former
planning to take courses in the future
Career Access and Orientation students
were similar to those of ABE Advanced
24%
Need to finish
other courses
18%
and Fundamental completers. Lack of
financial resources was not the most18%
Lack financial resources
often picked, but did account for 18
21%
percent of the responses overall.
When leavers are compared with
completers (ABE Advanced and Fundamental) it is evident that the leavers are less likely to overcome—or face
more—barriers to do with financial resources and personal circumstances.

18

17%

Decided to work

Personal circumstances

25%
15%
18%
ABE Completers
ABE Leavers
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Financial difficulties
Although very few of the former students surveyed cited finances as their reason for leaving (see
page 17), when asked directly, 24 percent said they had experienced financial difficulties while enrolled
in their courses.
That percentage was consistent across all of the ABE categories, ranging from about 21 percent
(for ABE Advanced and Fundamental completers and leavers) to 28 percent (for Joint ABE/College
respondents). There were no significant differences between ABE leavers and completers. It is interesting to note that leavers and completers responded similarly to the questions regarding finances—about
21 percent of each group reported having financial difficulties while enrolled, about 5 percent said their
reason for leaving was “finances,” and about 20 percent of those who wanted to continue studying said
they lacked the financial resources to do so (see previous page).
The respondents who had had difficulties were asked what they did to solve their financial problems. ABE Advanced leavers were most likely to answer that question by saying they worked more. A
smaller percentage of ABE Fundamental leavers said they worked more; they were more likely to say
they cut back on expenses.7 Almost a quarter of the leavers (ABE Fundamental and Advanced) said
they “did not solve” their financial problems.

Response to financial difficulties
ABE Fundamental Leavers
Worked more

30%

20%

Did not solve problems

24%

23%

Stopped for a while or dropped out

21%

6%

Increased debt
Family support

ABE Advanced Leavers

10%

15%

10%

3%

Cut back on expenses

9%

25%

Cut back on social activities

6%

19%

Took fewer courses

0%

2%

Took longer to complete

0%

2%

Other

7%

5%

Note: Respondents were allowed to give as many responses as they wished; the percentages
are based on the number of respondents, not responses.

The responses of the ABE Advanced and Fundamental completers were similar to those of the
leavers: 30 percent worked more, 27 percent cut back on expenses and activities, 15 percent increased
their debt, and 9 percent stopped studying for a while. And 21 percent said they did not solve their
financial problems.
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Funding
“Employment while studying” was the response of the majority of former students when they were
asked how they supported themselves financially while they took ABE courses.8 Fifty-six percent of
leavers (from both ABE Advanced and ABE Fundamental courses) worked, 23 percent were supported
by family or friends, and 19 percent had free or subsidized room and board. These figures are much
the same for ABE completers. Not too many former students said that a government student loan was
their means of financial support: only 4 percent of ABE completers and leavers cited loans, although
that figure rose to 18 percent for Joint ABE/College respondents.

Former students’ sources of funding for their studies
ABE
Completers

ABE Leavers

Employment while studying

56%

56%

53%

38%

Room and board

20%

19%

25%

17%

Direct support from family and friends

27%

23%

41%

24%

Personal savings

20%

18%

18%

19%

Government student loans

4%

4%

18%

8%

Other loans

4%

6%

7%

10%

Income Assistance

4%

8%

1%

5%

Band funding

4%

5%

4%

5%

Grant or scholarship

4%

3%

9%

8%

12%

10%

4%

15%

3%

2%

1%

5%

Funding Source

Other government sources
Other

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

Note: Respondents could give more than one source of funding.

A relatively small number of respondents had tried to get financial aid. The Joint ABE/College
respondents were actually the most likely to try, although it was only 22 percent of the group who
tried. Fifteen percent of ABE respondents— both leavers and completers—said they asked for financial
aid. Overall, only 63 percent of those who asked for it, received financial aid. There was a difference
between ABE leavers and ABE completers: although the same percentage in each group tried to get
financial aid, completers were more likely to receive it—50 percent of leavers who asked, got aid, compared with 64 percent of completers.9
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Are ABE and career preparation courses bridges to further study?
Further non-ABE education
A substantial number of survey respondents (from 15 to 60 percent by
category) enrolled in further education;
that is, studies other than ABE, college preparation, career access, or career
planning courses. From half to threequarters of those who took further education were studying at the time of the
survey. Not surprisingly, former Joint
ABE/College students were the most
likely to be in further studies. However,
even of respondents who left their ABE
Advanced courses before finishing, over
a third said they took some further
studies.

Further non-ABE education, since leaving
and at the time of the survey
24%

ABE Fundamental

15%
15%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

8%
45%

ABE Advanced

31%
34%

ABE Advanced Leaver

20%
60%

Joint ABE/College

45%
41%

Orientation

29%
43%

Career Access

Half of the respondents who took
further education enrolled in a certificate or diploma program from a public
college, university college, or institute.
As well, a significant proportion said
they enrolled in baccalaureate programs
or in associate degree, Arts diploma, or
university transfer programs.

31%
Further education
Currently studying

Programs taken by respondents who went on to further education
Education Program

ABE
Completers

ABE
Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Orientation

Career
Access

Certificate or Diploma

56%

61%

38%

45%

61%

Baccalaureate

18%

19%

36%

30%

7%

Associate Degree, Arts Diploma, UT

10%

5%

22%

10%

8%

Pre-apprenticeship or ELTT

6%

3%

1%

5%

12%

Private Professional Association

4%

4%

2%

4%

3%

Apprenticeship

4%

4%

1%

2%

4%

Other

4%

5%

2%

4%

6%

Note: percentages are of those who took further education
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The largest proportion of those who completed or left programs from each institution returned
to that institution; for example, of those who left BCIT, 73 percent returned to BCIT for further
studies. Respondents who completed
or left courses from BCOU (distance
Percentage of respondents by category who
learning), however, went on to many
continued their studies at a different institution
different institutions; the largest percentage—15 percent—went to BCIT.
ABE Leavers
76%
ABE Completers

Joint ABE/College

42%

Orientation

41%

Career Access

By category, former Joint ABE/
College, Orientation, and Career Access students were more likely to return
to the same institution for further studies than to continue elsewhere. On the
other hand, ABE completers and leavers who continued their studies were
more likely to change institutions.

57%

35%

Note: percentages are of those who took further education

Respondents gave a variety of reasons for leaving further education, but the top four reasons accounted for three-quarters of the responses, overall. The majority (68 percent) of former students who
were no longer taking further education (n=560) at the time of the survey said they had graduated or
completed the courses or got the credits they wanted.
The top four reasons for leaving further education
ABE
Completers

Reasons

ABE Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

Graduated

42%

54%

35%

39%

Completed the courses I wanted

14%

19%

19%

17%

Completed the credits I needed

7%

5%

11%

5%

Personal circumstances

10%

7%

5%

9%

At first glance, it seems unlikely that ABE leavers would have, as a group, the highest rate of graduation from further education, but it is important to remember they were categorized as leavers only because they failed to complete a course in the eligibility period; they could have completed ABE courses
or taken other educational programs before that period.
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Further ABE courses
After leaving their programs, an unknown number of former ABE and career preparation students
took more ABE or career preparation courses at the same institution—these students were not selected
as eligible for the survey.10 It is possible that many of these cases were in fact further studies, in particular, ABE Fundamental students could have moved on to more advanced ABE courses.
There were a small number of respondents (6 percent overall) who enrolled in further ABE, college preparation, career access, or career planning courses, at a different institution. Leavers were more
likely than completers to return to ABE or career preparation courses—8 percent of leavers returned,
compared with 5 percent of the ABE Advanced and Fundamental completers. Five percent of former
Joint ABE/College students took more ABE courses as did 4 percent of former Career Access and Orientation students.
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What are students’ employment outcomes?
Labour force participation
At the time of the survey, most
of the survey respondents were in the
labour force; that is, working or looking for work.11 There were some differences in labour force participation
and employment by category. Former
Career Access students were the most
likely to be in the labour force, while
ABE Fundamental completers the least
likely. By category, 45 to 74 percent of
respondents were employed.

Labour force participation and
employment, by category
ABE Fundamental

59%
45%
71%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

55%
79%
71%

ABE Advanced

84%
74%

ABE Advanced Leaver

82%
74%

Joint ABE/College

Overall, the unemployment rate12
was 11 percent; however, the rate
ranged from 9 percent for former Joint
ABE/College students to 21 percent for
ABE Fundamental leavers and 22 percent for ABE Fundamental completers.
The unemployment rate in BC (unadjusted) for July 2005 was 6.3 percent.13

80%

Orientation

67%
86%

Career Access

73%
Labour force participation
Employed

Of the former students who were not employed at the time of the survey, almost half had worked at
a job or business some time since completing or leaving their ABE courses: the percentages per category
ranged from lows of 20 percent for ABE Fundamental completers and 41 percent for ABE Fundamental leavers to a high of 50 percent for
former Career Access and Orientation
Part-time and full-time employment, by category
students.
78%

ABE Fundamental

66%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

ABE Advanced Leaver

82%

Joint ABE/College

67%

Orientation

18%

31%
82%

Full time

23%

33%

69%

Career Access
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34%

77%

ABE Advanced

22%

18%

Part time

About 20 percent of the respondents who were employed at the time
of the survey had more than one job.
Three-quarters of employed respondents worked full time; ABE Advanced
leavers and former Career Access students were the most likely to be employed full time.
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Had the same job while taking courses, by category
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver

46%
44%

ABE Advanced

49%

ABE Advanced Leaver

48%

Joint ABE/College

49%

Orientation
Career Access

37%
41%

Almost half (47 percent) of the employed respondents said they had had
the same job before or while they were
enrolled in ABE and career preparation
courses. This percentage varied by category, with the former career preparation students at the lower end of the
scale and the former students from
courses with a more academic focus
at the higher end. (This resembles the
pattern from the CISO survey: 31 percent of employed former students from
applied programs had the same job,
compared with 52 percent of former
Arts and Sciences students.)

Salary
The survey asked employed former students to indicate their annual salary range. Most (87 percent) of those employed part time earned less than $20,000 per year. Respondents who were employed
full time earned more, of course, but 69 percent of the former Joint ABE/College students and 47
percent of the ABE completers (Advanced and Fundamental combined) still made less than $20,000 at
their full-time employment.14 Respondents from the ABE leavers’ categories were a little less likely to
report low salary ranges; only 35 percent said they made under $20,000 per year. Although surprising,
this finding persists across age and gender groups.
Annual salary for full-time employed respondents, by category
Salary range

ABE
Completers

ABE Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

< $10,000

15%

11%

31%

17%

$10,000 - $19,999

32%

24%

37%

30%

$20,000 - $29,999

23%

25%

17%

27%

$30,000 - $39,999

15%

17%

7%

17%

$40,000 - $49,999

7%

8%

4%

4%

$50,000 +

8%

14%

3%

5%
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Did ABE and career preparation improve students’ lives?
Achievement and growth
A sense of achievement is important to students and meeting one’s study goals is an important
achievement—the kind that builds confidence and leads to continuing efforts to achieve other goals. It
is encouraging that the majority of former students surveyed said they completely or mostly met their
most important goal for enrolling.
Extent to which most important goal was met,
by category
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College
Orientation

Large majorities of the respondents
from Career Access courses (84 percent)
and from the Joint ABE/College category
(80 percent) said they either completely
met or mostly met their main goal. Almost as high a percentage of ABE Advanced completers met their goals (79
percent). Not surprisingly, leavers were
not as likely to achieve their goals: 54
percent of leavers from ABE Advanced
courses met their most important goal,
while barely 47 percent of ABE Fundamental leavers said the same.

After asking if former students met
their
reasons for enrolling, the survey
0%
20%
40%
60%
80% 100%
posed a number of questions intended
Completely met
to explore respondents’ personal growth
Mostly met
as result of their educational experience.
Not really met
Overall, a majority of respondents said
Not at all met
that their courses helped them develop
certain personal skills. Respondents were
most likely to say that their courses helped them develop a positive attitude toward learning—they were
least likely to say their courses did well or very well helping them with setting goals for the future.
Career Access

For each skill listed, a small percentage of respondents indicated that the skill was not relevant to
their courses. Developing a positive attitude toward learning was considered relevant by most (10 percent said “not applicable”), while setting goals for the future was most likely to be considered not applicable (21 percent). By category, there wasn’t much difference between the ABE completers and leavers
in what they said did not apply to their studies; however, of those who considered the skills relevant, the
completers were more likely to give their courses high marks for helping them develop those skills.
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Courses did very well or well at helping respondents develop personal skills
ABE
Completers

Skill Development

ABE Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

Set goals for the future

73%

62%

63%

69%

Develop a positive attitude to learning

82%

73%

77%

83%

Develop self-confidence

83%

72%

75%

78%

Adapt to change

78%

67%

72%

74%

Manage work better

77%

68%

70%

70%

Note: Percentages exclude those who said “not applicable.”

Preparation for employment or study
Employed respondents were asked some questions to help assess the impact of the courses they
took on their jobs. Asking if the personal skills they had gained through their studies helped them with
their jobs elicited the most positive responses: 52 percent of former ABE Advanced students, 60 percent
of former ABE Fundamental students, and 68 percent of those from Career Access courses said they
could do their jobs very much or somewhat better because of that personal development.
Former ABE Advanced students (completers and leavers combined) were not all that inclined to
say that the knowledge and skills gained in their courses helped them do their jobs better, and those
from the Joint ABE/College even less so: only 46 percent and 42 percent respectively said they could
do their jobs very much or somewhat better. On the other hand, 59 percent of respondents who took
Career Access courses said they could do their jobs better.
Of the respondents who had new
or different employment after their
studies, the majority did not think that
their courses helped them get their jobs.
Former Career Access students were the
exception: 52 percent said they were
very much or somewhat better able to
find a job because of their courses. At
the other end of the spectrum, only
31 percent of ABE Advanced leavers
said their courses helped them to find
a job.
To assess the impact of ABE and
career preparation courses on areas other than employment, former students
who went back for further non-ABE
education were asked how well they

Very well or somewhat prepared for further study
44%

36%

47%

42%

54%
46%

42%

33%

ABE
Completers

ABE
Leavers

Somewhat prepared

Joint
ABE/College

Career
Access/
Orientation

Very well prepared
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were prepared for their new courses. A large majority—from 90 percent of Joint ABE/College students
to 75 percent of ABE leavers (Advanced and Fundamental combined)—said they were very well or
somewhat prepared by their ABE or career preparation courses.

Satisfaction
Former students were asked to
rate their satisfaction with the courses
they took on a 4-point scale that went
from very satisfied to very dissatisfied.
Most respondents said they were very
satisfied or satisfied. The leavers were a
little less likely to be satisfied than others: 85 percent, compared with 92 to
98 percent of respondents in the other
categories.

Overall satisfaction with courses
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Comments from former students
Former students were given an opportunity to make a general comment, good or bad, about their
experiences with their courses—35 percent (n=1,471) responded.15
Most of the comments from ABE Advanced completers were positive, especially about instructors.
There were many comments about excellent and helpful instructors and only a few complaints about
teaching. There were some additional complaints about administrative problems or specific situations,
and a number of respondents commented on the impact the courses had on their lives.
The experience was good for me. I achieved things that I never dreamed I could, I was
always afraid to count my money because I was no good with numbers.
Taking the courses was a good experience and taught me self-motivation.
Overall, this was a good experience to develop my critical thinking skills and get me back
into learning.
My experience helped me multi-task.
I thought the courses were a great experience and it has opened lots of doors for me.
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The ABE Fundamental completers were almost as positive.
I was very impressed with my math course. I gained confidence in math, which was a subject that I had always struggled with before.
There isn’t enough advertising that the courses are available. The course was just what I
needed to get me going in my job.
The Joint ABE/College respondents were a little more likely to complain about negative registration experiences and problems with counsellors and advisors; however, there were many positive comments about the courses and the instructors.
The courses encouraged me to continue to learn and take college-level courses.
I thought the teachers were able to back up the material with their own expertise and that
made the course a better experience.
I enjoyed the class and have utilized what I learned in my everyday life.
The former Career Access students had mostly positive comments, although some bad experiences
were noted:
This course was excellent for helping people to return to the work force.
This was a waste of money and a bad experience.
My experience was very good. I am unable to write a grammatically incorrect sentence
anymore, which is a good thing.
The responses of former Orientation students were similar to those above:
The instructor knew his stuff and knew how to get his message across to students. This
program really did help me get things started in my education and now I am working in
the career I want full-time.
BEST is the best program. It was outstanding. This class really did help me to define what
I wanted to do with my career.
Leavers, from both ABE Advanced and ABE Fundamental courses were more prone to complain
about procedures, lack of money, and bad experiences, but overall, their comments were still very positive.
These courses need to be available to everyone, regardless of their ability to afford them. The
personal growth that I achieved taking these courses was tremendous.
The system works for only a small percentage of students who go back to school. Some people
get easily discouraged.
The courses were good but I just didn’t have time to complete them.
The instructors were very helpful to students and understood their material. The experience
made me want to learn.
Self-paced courses are not good for everyone. This course did not help me become a better
writer like I hoped it would.
If I hadn’t been able to attend the classes I did, I wouldn’t have been able to get the career
I have now.
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How do students rate ABE or career preparation courses?
Evaluation of education
Former students were asked a series of questions to evaluate the effectiveness of their courses. While
each question actually included a list of specific items, in meaning they were essentially as follows:
• How well did your courses help you develop [communication, analytical, and technical]
skills?
• How would you rate the quality of instruction, materials, etc.?
• How effective were certain learning methods?
• How would you rate the quality of certain campus services and facilities?
These evaluations can be used to explore areas of programming and delivery that could be improved.

Skill development
The question regarding skill development was not intended to ask former students to assess their
skill levels but to quantify the effect of their courses on their development of communication, analytical, and technical skills. They rated how well they were helped on a five-point scale: very well, well,
adequate, poorly, very poorly. If they felt an item was not relevant to their courses, they designated it
“not applicable.”
Former students’ evaluations of the help they received to develop communication skills—write
clearly, speak well, read better, and work well with others—tended to be fairly high. By skill, 72 to
78 percent of respondents said their courses did very well or well at helping them. Only 4 to 6 percent thought they did poorly or very
poorly.
Respondents’ evaluation of how well their
courses
did at helping them to write clearly
The percentages above exclude the
respondents who said the particular
skill was not applicable to their studies.
For the communication skills, 30 to 41
percent of respondents by skill said it
did not apply to them. Looking at one
of those communication skills, “writing clearly,” 30 percent of respondents
said that it was not applicable to their
courses—this figure rose to about 40
percent for former Career Access and
Orientation students. Excluding those
who said “not applicable,” an average
of 77 percent of respondents said their
courses helped them—very well or
well—to write clearly.
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ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access
0%
Very well

Well

20%
Adequate

40%

60%

Poorly

80%

100%

Very poorly

Note: The percentages exclude those who said not applicable.
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ABE Fundamental leavers were among the least likely to say that communication skills did not
apply to their particular courses. However, they were not the most likely to give positive ratings to how
well their courses helped them develop those skills. In general, the leavers (ABE Fundamental and ABE
Advanced) were not as apt to give high ratings as were respondents from other categories.
Courses helped—well or very well—with communication skills
ABE
Completers

Skill Development

ABE Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

Write clearly

81%

75%

76%

76%

Speak well

76%

71%

70%

74%

Read better

77%

73%

72%

69%

Work well with others

80%

74%

77%

83%

Note: The percentage saying very well or well excludes those who said not applicable.

Courses helped to develop the ability
to analyse and think critically
78%

ABE Fundamental

26%
72%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

ABE Advanced

18%
82%
11%
75%

ABE Advanced Leaver

Joint ABE/College

14%
79%
6%
75%

Orientation

Career Access

Only 11 percent of respondents,
overall, thought that the skill of “analysis and critical thinking” was not relevant to their courses. This item got
large majorities of positive ratings from
respondents in different categories.
ABE Fundamental leavers were somewhat less positive; former ABE Fundamental students, in general, were also
more likely to say this skill was not applicable to their courses.

18%
78%
9%
Very well or well
Not applicable
Note: The percentage saying very well or well
excludes those who said not applicable.
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At the other end of the spectrum,
56 percent of respondents thought the
“use of computers” was not applicable
to their studies. An average of about
two-thirds of the respondents who indicated the skill was relevant said their
courses helped them to use computers.

Courses helped develop computer skills
68%

ABE Fundamental

38%
56%
51%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

71%

ABE Advanced

58%
68%
64%

ABE Advanced Leaver

67%

Joint ABE/College

53%
64%

Orientation

51%
71%

Career Access

46%
Very well or well
Not applicable
Note: The percentage saying very well or well
excludes those who said not applicable.

Rating the quality of courses
Former students were asked to rate a number of items to do with the quality of the courses they
took. Most respondents thought these items were applicable to their studies—the exception was “tools
and equipment such as computers and in labs,” which was deemed not applicable by 28 percent of respondents overall. Those who considered the items applicable rated them on a 5-point scale: very good,
good, adequate, poor, or very poor.
In general, large majorities of respondents thought the quality of their courses had been very good
or good.
Courses were rated very good or good by the majority of respondents
Ratings of

ABE
Completers

ABE
Leavers

Joint ABE/
Orientation
College

Courses being up to date

86%

82%

86%

87%

83%

Course materials being appropriate

88%

83%

86%

90%

79%

Tools and equipment

82%

76%

78%

75%

78%

Variety of assignments

80%

75%

75%

82%

78%

Tests fairly reflecting material taught

88%

84%

84%

91%

86%

Note: The percentage saying very good or good excludes those who said not applicable.
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When asked specifically about the
instruction they received, a large majority (84 percent) of respondents, overall,
thought that the quality was good or
very good.
ABE completers were a little more
satisfied with their instruction than
were ABE leavers: 86 versus 80 percent.
Former Orientation students were the
most likely to say the quality of their
instruction was very good or good.

Respondents rated the quality
of instruction they received
ABE Fundamental
ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced
ABE Advanced Leaver
Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access
0%
Very good

Good

20%

40%

Adequate

60%
Poor

80%

100%

Very poor

Note: The percentages exclude those who said not applicable.

Ratings of learning methods
Former students were asked to rate the effectiveness of different learning methods: regular instructor-led classrooms, self-paced classrooms, print-based distance education, or fully or partially online
delivery. Respondents were not asked to specify the learning methods they actually used; rather, they
were directed to indicate which methods were not applicable to their courses. It would appear that ABE
leavers were somewhat more likely to say that instructor-led classrooms did not apply to their studies
and that self-paced and distance methods did.
Delivery methods that were not applicable
Delivery Method

ABE
Completers

ABE Leavers

Joint ABE/
College

Career/
Orientation

Instructor-led classrooms

14%

29%

5%

1%

Self-paced classrooms

40%

33%

51%

49%

Print-based distance

77%

68%

83%

87%

Fully or partially online

85%

85%

83%

82%

Note: The percentages saying very good or good exclude those who said not applicable.

The respondents who said the items were applicable were asked to rate the effectiveness of the
above methods on a 5-point scale: very good, good, adequate, poor, very poor. While large majorities of
respondents thought that instructor-led classrooms were very good or good, the ratings dropped from
there, steadily down the list, to online learning at the bottom.16
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The effectiveness—rated very good or good—of different learning delivery methods
87%

82% 85%

87%
76%

Instructor-led classrooms

70% 70%

77%

76%

66% 68% 70%

Self-paced classrooms

ABE Completers

ABE Leavers

71%
64%

60% 62%

Print-based distance

Fully or partially online

Joint ABE/College

Career/Orientation

Note: The percentages saying very good or good exclude those who said not applicable.

Services and facilities
Former students were queried about the quality of various services available at their institutions;
those who attended classes on a specific campus were asked a few additional questions about the facilities. They were asked to use a 5-point scale, from very good to very poor, to indicate how well the
services and facilities met their needs as students. Responses for these items exclude those who said the
service was not available or they did not use it. For “ease of registration” and “availability of courses,”
the percentages of “not available” or “did not use” were negligible.
Most respondents thought that the registration process had been easy: from 80 to 89 percent by
category said ease of registration was very good or good. Not as many gave high ratings to the availability of courses. Former Joint ABE/College students were the least likely (at 59 percent) to say the
availability of courses was very good or good.
The availability of courses rated very good or good
82%

ABE Fundamental

79%

ABE Fundamental Leaver
ABE Advanced

74%

ABE Advanced Leaver

73%

Joint ABE/College
Orientation
Career Access

59%
68%
70%
Note: Percentages exclude those who said the
service was not available or they did not use it.
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The marks given to other services
offered by institutions were not quite
as high, and from 30 to 60 percent
of respondents by category said they
did not use the services or they were
not available. Former Career Access
students were the most likely to indicate these services were not relevant to
them, and the Career Access students
who used the services were somewhat
less likely to say they were very good or
good. Former ABE Fundamental students gave higher ratings to these services than did ABE Advanced students.
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Services rated very good or good
Category

Learning support
services

Program advising

Career counselling

Very good
or good

Not
used/not
available

Very good
or good

Not
used/not
available

Very good
or good

Not
used/not
available

ABE Fundamental

86%

44%

85%

38%

80%

52%

ABE Fundamental Leaver

76%

44%

84%

39%

80%

48%

ABE Advanced

81%

42%

80%

36%

74%

54%

ABE Advanced Leaver

72%

38%

73%

36%

76%

56%

Joint ABE/College

76%

39%

67%

30%

66%

45%

Orientation

85%

45%

83%

35%

78%

44%

Career Access

73%

52%

67%

43%

74%

60%

The last three questions about services, asked of those who attended campuses regularly, did not
require respondents to rate the facilities per se, but rather to rate their access to buildings, facilities,
and equipment, to judge the sites as places free from harassment or discrimination, and to quantify
their sense of safety and security while there. In each of these cases, most respondents gave very good
or good ratings: in order, the overall averages were 86, 93, and 94 percent. The differences by category
were minimal.

Comments from former students
Respondents were asked directly how they thought their courses could be improved. Approximately 35 percent (n=1,494) gave a response.17
Former ABE Advanced students made a variety of comments; some were about specific instructors,
some thought the courses were too short, some too long. Almost half of those who commented wanted
more: more time, more instructors, more tutoring, and more courses available at more times.
There needs to be better course availability by offering more courses at different times
throughout the year and throughout the day.
These courses need a greater access to tutoring and support services.
The teachers need more one-on-one time with students to explain the material better.
The course needs to have more availability of times for students who are working full
time.
The course could be improved by expanding the length of the course, as the pace was too
fast.
Provide a few more instructors and computers.
Have more tutoring available in science and math areas.
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The ABE Fundamental respondents who completed their courses made similar comments.
There should be more seats available in the courses to allow students to get into the classes
they need.
It would have been better all around if the teachers had more time to do one-on-one with
students.
I would like to see more computer access and usage.
The comments of Former Joint ABE/College-level students also focussed on wanting more courses—more course times, shorter wait lists, more selection—and more support from instructors—more
teacher support and one-to-one interaction.
There should be more interaction between students and instructors.
There could have been more selection of courses or course times.
There could be more availability of seats in courses and shorter wait lists.
The courses could be offered at more varied times and be more available.
Instructors need to have more mentoring times available for students.
I needed more one-to-one time with instructors. I would have liked to see the teachers give
us a little more direction.
Former Career Access students gave mixed reviews on the length of their courses and had a few
comments about job placement.
The career access course could be shorter. A temporary job placement or co-op program
would be useful.
The course could be longer, and the course could provide more self-employment information.
Align the course with the job field and deliver on the promises to make students job ready.
Some former Orientation students wanted more availability of courses and more up-to-date material.
These courses should be offered more frequently throughout the year to improve course
availability.
The courses could be more updated for today’s workplace.
The course needs to use better computers so that the instructors can teach the more current
computer programs.
A higher proportion of the comments made by former students who did not complete ABE Advanced courses focussed on more teacher and teaching support. They also mentioned wanting more
courses available at more convenient times.
There needed to be more one-on-one time with the instructors.
The instructor could have been more accessible. Students with questions often had to wait
in long lines.
It would be nice to have instructor-led classes instead of self-paced. There needed to be better access to instructors.
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Students should be given more encouragement and support by the tutors assigned to them.
Make the times for courses more flexible for both evening and daytime classes. It is not very
feasible for some that have to worry about daycare to have just daytime classes.
Instructors need to provide students with more help and assistance.
There were not too many respondents from the group of ABE Fundamental leavers who made
comments, but those who did were more likely to mention needing more support, especially for those
with some form of limiting condition or disability.
It would be nice if there were more tutors available to help the students when the teachers
are busy.
Better instruction from the teachers and more courses available for students with disabilities would be an improvement.
Be a little more patient with people who have learning disabilities.
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Why survey ABE students?
The public post-secondary institutions that offer Adult Basic Education and career preparation
courses need information about the students who take them. To develop course content, improve delivery methods, and provide effective learning support services, post-secondary education policy makers
need to know who takes ABE courses, why they chose ABE courses, and what their outcomes are. In
particular, they need to understand why some students fail to complete their courses: who are the leavers, why do they leave, and what support do they need to become completers.

Who takes ABE?
Courses delivered under the ABE umbrella are diverse, ranging from ABE Fundamental courses—
the type most people associate with the term “adult basic education”—through academic upgrading
courses to life skills or career preparation (the courses referenced as Career Access and Orientation in
this report). The students who take these courses are diverse as well and they enter ABE courses with
varying levels of previous education. Even the group of students who took ABE Fundamental courses
defies stereotyping by having a considerable percentage of high school completers.
Further, ABE and career preparation students often take different types of ABE courses or other
college-level courses at the same time. This overlap or integration of studies makes it difficult to categorize former students and is a further reason to be cautious about drawing conclusions by category.
That said, some demographic differences between categories are worth noting, since they can help with
interpreting other results.
The Joint ABE/College respondents, those who took ABE courses and college-level courses or programs at the same time, were more like entry-level college and institute students than like other ABE
respondents; for example, they were significantly younger, more likely to have completed high school,
and more likely to be single with no children.
Of all survey respondents, former ABE Fundamental students were the most likely to be parents—
a significant percentage of those who left their ABE Fundamental courses before completing were single
parents. In addition, the ABE Fundamental respondents were the most likely to be Aboriginal, to have
a condition that limits their activities, and to have learned English as their second language.
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Why did they take ABE?
Regardless of category, the majority of the former students who were surveyed took their ABE or
career preparation courses to upgrade or qualify for further education. There were some differences
by category: while all Joint ABE/College respondents were looking to further their education, many
Career Access respondents focussed on job skills or career, and ABE Fundamental completers often
mentioned personal reasons for enrolling.
Given respondents’ high rates of previous secondary school completion, it appears that most students are not taking ABE and career preparation courses as a substitute for high school, but to get additional education they need for work and further studies.

Why do some leave courses before completing?
The ABE Advanced and ABE Fundamental students who did not complete their courses cited a
variety of reasons for doing so. A surprising number said they got what they wanted from the courses—the credits they needed, the courses they wanted—or qualified to transfer to another institution
or program. A smaller percentage were disappointed or changed their minds. An insignificant number
mentioned finances as a reason for leaving, but several said they left for personal reasons, their job
changed, or they got a job. Personal reasons were prominent for ABE Fundamental leavers.

Who are the leavers?
ABE Advanced or Fundamental students were categorized as ‘leavers” based on their failure to
complete one course in a specified period (July 2003 to June 2004)—those called “completers” were
required to complete only one course. Although that is all that separates the groups, there were often
significant differences between them. In particular, there are some indications that leavers may be
among the groups of students who face more barriers to success. Leavers are more likely to have a physical or mental condition that limits their activities, more likely to be single parents, and more likely to
be Aboriginal. Further, somewhat higher proportions of leavers took courses through delivery methods
that required them to work independently—self-paced study or print-based distance education. Many
of their comments reflected a desire for more instructor contact and more support as they studied.

What are the outcomes of former ABE students?
The further education outcomes of respondents reflect the differences in their goals by category:
while the majority of former Joint ABE/College students continued their studies, a relatively small
percentage of ABE Fundamental respondents took further education. (It is possible that their rate of
further education is higher, but the survey did not capture information on students returning to ABE
courses at the same institution—see page 23.)
Those who completed their courses, both ABE Advanced and Fundamental, were significantly
more likely to continue their education than were the leavers from both categories. Leavers were less
likely than completers to say they were well prepared for further study and less likely to report that
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their courses helped them build self-confidence, set goals, adapt to change, manage their work better,
or develop a positive attitude to learning. In spite of that, a sizeable majority said they planned to enrol
in further courses some time in the future.
The employment outcomes for all except ABE Fundamental respondents (leavers and completers)
were reasonably good; most were in the labour force and over 70 percent were employed, although almost half had the same job they had while studying. Of the former students who got new employment
after their studies, only a minority reported that they were better able to find their jobs because of their
courses. Career Access and Orientation respondents were more likely to get a job after studying and
more likely to say their courses helped them do it.

What are the next steps?
The groups of formers students who took ABE Intermediate, Advanced, and Provincial and ABE
Fundamental courses and those who took Career Access or Orientation courses are, in many respects, as
different from non-ABE college students as they are different from each other. Their educational needs
vary widely, as do their outcomes. On the other hand, many of the survey findings suggest that there
is considerable overlap in the studies undertaken by students from all the different categories, not just
those defined as Joint ABE/College.
The survey could not answer all the questions about these different groups of students, and some
of the results were a little puzzling; in particular, there are many unanswered questions about the
ABE Fundamental group. In large part, these difficulties can be attributed to the structure of the
survey cohort. The cohort was defined to include as many students under the ABE umbrella as possible—accepting those who were enrolled in only one course—but the definition did not account for
exposure to ABE programming that fell outside the selection period. Further, because the prioritization of categories put ABE Fundamental students last, they were underrepresented in the cohort. (See
Appendix F: Lessons Learned.)
While the 2005 ABE survey has provided valuable data, the limitations of the cohort structure have
made it difficult to interpret the findings or to be clear about the implications for program delivery and
learning support systems. Further research could redefine ABE groups and provide more insight into
their educational needs.
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Please note, these “leavers” could have completed ABE courses at some time outside the specified
period.
For more information on the BC College and Institute Student Outcomes Survey see http://outcomes.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/.
Please keep in mind the numbers of respondents in the ABE Fundamental categories are small—
interpret results with caution.
“The GED credential is an international document accepted by many employers and post-secondary institutions as evidence of a basic level of education.” (Ministry of Education)
Although the leavers did not complete an ABE course in the period specified in the cohort selection
criteria, they may have completed courses at an earlier time or met the requirements for a further
education program some other way.
By definition, completers are those who have passed at least one of their courses; they may have left
other courses before completing them.
Please note: the number of former ABE Fundamental students who responded to the question,
How did you solve these problems? was very low (n=32).
Former students were encouraged to give as many responses as required. Almost 40 percent gave
more than one answer.
Although this response is for a subset of completers and leavers, the difference is statistically significant (p = .000 for the weighted data; unweighted, p = .011)
To ensure that former students had actually left their courses before the survey, a period of absence
from the institution was required. Therefore, anyone enrolled in an ABE or career preparation
course at the same institution during that period was excluded from the cohort.
The labour force includes people who are employed as well as those who are looking and available
for work at the time of the survey. Unemployed respondents who are full-time students looking
for full-time work are not included in the labour force. Also not included are students stating they
were not available for work because they were going to school.
The unemployment rate is the number unemployed out of the labour force.
Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey, prepared by BC Stats.
The aggregated categories for completers and leavers were used because the n’s for the ABE Fundamental groups were very low—the disaggregated results for these groups may be unreliable.
The comments selected for this section are representative of those made by the respondents in each
category.
Note that only 16 percent of respondents indicated that online learning applied to their courses.
The comments selected are representative of those made by respondents in each category.

Appendices
Appendix A: History of ABE surveying in BC
Appendix B: Selection Criteria
Appendix C: ABE Survey Methodology
Appendix D: 2005 BC College and Institute ABE Survey Questionnaire
Appendix E: Reasons for Leaving
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Appendix A: History of ABE Surveying in BC
ABE Student Outcomes Project
In 1991 a group of ABE professionals in BC set out to conduct a comprehensive, field-driven project
to explore the outcomes of ABE students. The project was designed and managed by the ABE
Outcomes Study Steering Committee which consisted of representatives from the colleges, the
Advanced Education Council of BC, and the Ministry of Skills, Training and Labour.
Using a longitudinal cohort design, the pilot project (1993/1994) surveyed students, from three
institutions, several times: upon entry, after 3 months, after 6 months, and after 13 months. The
surveys collected demographic data and tracked students’ goal attainment, their progress through
ABE courses or programs, and their reaction to their experiences.
In 1994/1995 the project was expanded to include 12 institutions. In 1995/1996 the project was
expanded again to include the 16 institutions that offered ABE courses or programs.
Phases of the research
• 1991–1993: Development of detailed research plan and materials.
• 1993–1994: Project A, pilot study with three colleges to confirm viability of the project
procedure and instrument (n=556). For this project an ABE student was defined as one taking
courses for the first time at that college.
• 1994–95: Project B, partial system study with 12 institutions (n=2,107.) These students were
surveyed three times between September 1994 and October 1995.
• 1995–96: Project C, full scale study with 16 institutions (n=2,562).
Reports
• March 1995: BC ABE Student Outcomes Report, 1993–94 Pilot Project. (‘A’ cohort)
• April 1996: Adult Basic Education (ABE) Student Outcomes Project, 1994–95 Report. (‘B’ cohort)
• September 1996: BC ABE Student Outcomes: Two-year Checkup (of the Pilot Study ‘A’ cohort)
• May 1997: Adult Basic Education (ABE) Student Outcomes Project, 1995–96 Report (’C’ cohort)
• June 1997: Adult Basic Education & College Preparatory Student Outcomes Project, 1995–96 Report
(‘A,’ ‘B,’ and ‘C’ cohorts)

ABE and CISO
In 1997, the Outcomes Working Group (OWG), the Ministry of Advanced Education, and BC’s
colleges, university colleges, and institutes decided to include ABE students in the BC College and
Institute Outcomes Survey (CISO). Adult Basic Education programs were defined as those that
provide education in predominantly "academic" subjects at the secondary school level or below.
Operationally, ABE programs were defined to include students who had taken at least three
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courses—from the list of courses included in BC’s Adult Basic Education (ABE) Articulation
Handbook.
ABE students were surveyed as part of the CISO cohort from 1997 to 2000. In 2001, ABE students
were taken out of the CISO cohort because the usefulness of the results was limited. The CISO
survey was not designed specifically for ABE students and many of the questions were not applicable
to them. There were also some concerns among the institutions that the results were difficult to
interpret or even misleading, because the ABE level these students were enrolled in was unknown,
and there was no information on how much ABE exposure they had had in the past.
Information collected in the 1997 to 2000 CISO surveys on the ABE cohort is still available through
the Student Outcomes Reporting System (SORS) and in the CISO standard reports published for
those years.
In March 2005, the OWG made a proposal, with the support of the ABE Deans and Directors, to
conduct an Adult Basic Education outcomes survey. The OWG felt there was a growing demand
from educational leaders to obtain feedback from ABE students on their educational experiences.
The OWG hoped to eliminate some of the concerns with the CISO data by grouping ABE students
into five unique categories: Career Access, Orientation, Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program
registrants, ABE only Intermediate/Advanced/Provincial and ABE only Fundamental. (See Appendix
B: Selection Criteria.)
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Appendix B: Selection Criteria
To be included in a contact file for the 2005 ABE Outcomes survey, student records had to satisfy
four selection criteria. These criteria were:
1. the enrolment period
2. whether the student met the “leaver or completion criteria” for an ABE course or program
3. whether the student was absent from an ABE course or program for the required period of
time, and
4. the type of ABE course or program taken.
The specific guidelines for these criteria are described in detail below.
Enrolment Period
Students included in the contact data file must have met the leaver or completion criteria defined in
Section 2.2 and been enrolled in one of the ABE levels defined in Section 2.4 at some point between
July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. Students may have started their courses before July 1, 2003, but
must have ended them by June 30, 2004.
Criteria for Selection
In order to be included in the contact data file, students must have taken at least one ABE course and
completed the course or left the course during the enrolment period and must not have taken any
other ABE courses at the same institution by the time of the data extraction.
Successful completion is defined as follows: having received a passing letter grade in at least
one ABE course. This course can be a single ABE course or part of a Career Access or
Orientation program.
Leaver/Unsuccessful completion is defined as follows: having received a failing letter grade
(e.g., F) or not having completed the course (e.g., incomplete, withdrawal) or last letter grade
of “In Progress” and no further activity in the course. This course can be a single ABE
course or part of a Career Access or Orientation program.

Required Period of Absence
Students included in an institutions’ contact file must not have been enrolled in any ABE courses or
ABE programs at that institution at any point between July 1, 2004 and the date of the data
extraction.
Please note that the student could have been registered in college level courses or programs at that
institution since June 30, 2004, but not in any ABE, Career Access, or Orientation courses or
programs.
Programs Included in 2005 Survey
Students from Adult Basic Education, Career Access, and Orientation courses or programs are
included in the 2005 survey. Definitions for each of these broad categories are provided below.
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The definitions cover assigning students on the basis of:
• whether they were registered in Career Access and Orientation programs (alone or in
addition to ABE courses at the Fundamental, Intermediate, Advanced, or Provincial levels).
• whether they were registered in college-level courses (non-ABE) at some point during the
enrolment period
• the highest level of ABE courses they were enrolled in
1) Career Access
Students who took a course or courses for career access (e.g., Electronics Access Program).
2) Orientation
Students who took a course or courses researching different jobs, job shadowing, career planning, job
search, or life skills (e.g., Better Employment Strategies and Techniques (BEST), Employment
Orientation for Women (EOW), Employment and Education Access for Women, (EEAW))
3) Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program registrants
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental level (courses equivalent to
Grade 8 or below), Intermediate Grade 9/10, Advanced Grade 11/12, and Provincial Grade 11/12
level at the institution, AND who were also registered in a college-level (non-ABE) course or program
during the same enrolment period. They may or may not have received a BCAGD.
4) ABE Only – Intermediate, Advanced, Provincial
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Intermediate Grade 9/10, Advanced
Grade 11/12, and Provincial Grade 11/12 level at the same institution. They may have formerly
taken Fundamental courses. They must not have been registered in a college-level (non-ABE) course
or program at the same time (during the same enrolment period). They may or may not have
received a BCAGD.
5) ABE Only – Fundamental
Students who were registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental level (courses equivalent to
Grade 8 or below) and not in any Intermediate, Advanced, or Provincial level courses or other
college-level (non-ABE) courses or in Career Access or Orientation courses.
Please note:
If a student took multiple ABE courses they were assigned categories by BC Stats on the basis of the
following prioritization:
1. Career Access
2. Orientation
3. Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program
4. ABE only – Advanced, Intermediate, and Provincial level
5. ABE only – Fundamental
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Appendix C: ABE Survey Methodology
ABE Project Management
A subcommittee of the BC Outcomes Working Group (OWG) and representation from ABE deans
and directors and from the Ministry of Advanced Education (AVED) formed a committee to work on
this survey project.
Preliminary work was done in September 2004; the committee met from December 2004 to the end of
March 2005. Their first task was the difficult work of defining the survey cohorts and guiding the
development of the selection criteria.
The committee also guided the development of the survey instrument. While the BC College and
Institute Student Outcomes (CISO) survey questionnaire was used as a starting point, it was changed
significantly to tailor it for Adult Basic Education (ABE) cohorts. The performance measures used by
AVED and the institutions were included. An outside consultant facilitated the design and drafting
process.
The 2005 BC College and Institute Adult Basic Education Outcomes Survey was managed by BC Stats.

ABE Cohorts
What follows is a summary of the ABE categories defined for the survey cohort:
Category

Description

Career Access –
completers

Students registered in one or more Career Access courses – completers

Orientation –
completers

Students registered in one or more Orientation courses (researching different
jobs, career planning, job search, life skills, etc.) – completers

Joint registration –
completers

Students registered in both ABE (at the Fundamental, Intermediate, Advanced, or
Provincial level) and college level courses – completers

Int/Adv/Prov ABE
only – completers

Students registered in one or more ABE courses at the Intermediate Grade 9/10
level, Advanced Grade 11/12 level, or Provincial Grade 11/12 level and did not
take other non-ABE courses – completers

Int/Adv/Prov ABE
only – leavers

Students registered in one or more ABE courses at the Intermediate Grade 9/10
level, Advanced Grade 11/12 level, or Provincial Grade 11/12 level and did not
take other non-ABE courses – leavers

Fundamental ABE
only – completers

Students registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental level (courses
equivalent to Grade 8 or below), and did not take any other ABE levels, or any
other non-ABE courses – completers

Fundamental ABE
only – leavers

Students registered in one or more courses at the Fundamental level (courses
equivalent to Grade 8 or below), and did not take any other ABE levels, or any
other non-ABE courses – leavers

Completers

Completers were defined as having received a passing letter grade in at least one
ABE course.

Leavers

Leavers were defined as having received a failing letter grade or not having
completed the course.
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To be included, students must have met the leaver or completer criteria and been enrolled in one of the
ABE levels defined above at some point between July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. Students may have
started their courses before July 1, 2003, but must have ended them by June 30, 2004.
If any former students fell into more than one of the categories listed above, they were assigned to one
of the categories, based on the following prioritization:
1. Career Access
2. Orientation
3. Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program
4. ABE only – Advanced, Intermediate, and Provincial level
5. ABE only – Fundamental

Sampling strategy
Nineteen of BC’s colleges, university colleges, and institutes participated in this project. A large
number of former ABE and career preparation students were identified as eligible for the survey, but to
stay within the project budget, it was necessary to limit the number of students surveyed. To make
sure that all the ABE groups or categories defined above had adequate representation, a disproportional
stratified sampling methodology was applied.
The selected population was stratified by institution and by the seven ABE categories, and targets were
set within each stratum—students were selected randomly to meet the targets. The targets were based
on the optimum number of completed surveys needed to produce a consistent margin of error across
all strata. Using a statistical sample size table, it was determined that the project budget allowed sample
sizes that had a 90 percent confidence level, with a margin of error of plus or minus 10 percent (for
ABE Intermediate/ Advanced/Provincial completers, the confidence level was 95 percent). To get a
representative sample from each stratum, however, it was necessary to target a disproportionately larger
number of students from the smaller categories. Because the ABE Fundamental category was so small,
it was targeted for a census.
Although not all the targets in the sampling framework were met—for example, it was impossible to
get an actual census of former ABE Fundamental students—and some were exceeded—a few
institutions requested, and paid for, an oversample in one or two of their ABE categories—the actual
number of respondents was 85 percent of the overall number targeted.
The following tables list the participating institutions, the number of former ABE students from each
who were eligible for the survey, the number targeted by the sampling strategy, and the number of
actual respondents.
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SAMPLING STRATEGY - TARGETED RESPONDENTS
Priority:
Institution
BCIT
Respondents
CAM
Respondents
CAP
Respondents
CAR
Respondents
CNC
Respondents
COTR
Respondents
DGL
Respondents
FVAL
Respondents
KWN
Respondents
LANG
Respondents
MAL
Respondents
NIC
Respondents
NLC
Respondents
NVIT
Respondents
NWCC
Respondents
OKN
Respondents
BCOU
Respondents
SEL
Respondents
VCC
Respondents
Total Cohort
Total Respondents

4
ABE Only (95%_10%)
Completers
Leavers
340
78
283
75
283
75
135
60
108
51
111
61
172
64
200
101
20
20
330
78
315
77
71
43
55
38
168
64
637
87
295
75
235
71
591
266
4349
1384

349
78
130
60
141
60
161
64
167
64
57
38
225
69
213
69
17
17
247
71
319
77
123
55
28
21
281
75
316
77
948
91
66
42
761
90
4549
1118

3
Joint Reg (90%_10%)
Completers
708
62
162
49
409
58
136
47
118
44
306
85
389
58
1444
126
464
60
124
44
228
52
87
38
26
18
50
29
245
53
65
36
225
52
4
4
5190
915

1
2
Career Access (90%_10%) Orientation (90%_10%)
Completers
Completers
534
60
40
55
29
33

19
18

132
47

115
44

128
45
882
62

16
16
5
5

19
18
845
203

49
29
23
18
1172
221

5
Fundamental CENSUS
Completers
Leavers
1
1
10
10
26
26
18
18
8
8
53
53
69
69
16
16
38
38
34
34
23
23
2
2

6
6
27
27
24
24
62
62
41
41
15
15
42
42
52
52
49
49
33
33
91
91
17
17

11
11
46
46
10
10
35
35
14
14
414
414

63
63
37
37
32
32
6
6
137
137
734
734

Total
534
60
1499
287
612
221
902
261
512
251
442
208
542
252
897
302
2057
411
716
229
1765
366
976
320
300
155
109
77
573
242
1297
316
1355
249
616
235
1549
547
17253
4989
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SAMPLING STRATEGY - FINAL RESPONDENTS
PRIORITY
Institution
BCIT
Respondents
Camosun
Respondents
Capilano
Respondents
UCC
Respondents
CNC
Respondents
COTR
Respondents
Douglas
Respondents
UCFV
Respondents
Kwantlen
Respondents
Langara
Respondents
Malaspina
Respondents
NIC
Respondents
NLC
Respondents
NVIT
Respondents
NWCC
Respondents
OUC
Respondents
BCOU
Respondents
Selkirk
Respondents
VCC
Respondents
Total Cohort
Total Respondents

4
ABE Only (95%_10%)
Completers
Leavers
340
90
283
81
283
83
135
49
108
42
111
45
172
73
200
79
20
9
330
83
315
93
71
22
55
18
168
61
637
141
295
83
235
78
591
216
4349
1346

3
Joint Reg (90%_10%)
Completers

349
90
130
27
141
44
161
43
167
48
57
14
225
68
213
53
17
3
247
72
319
84
123
24
28
5
281
68
316
82
948
117
66
16
761
130
4549
988
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708
104
162
52
409
99
136
54
118
36
306
92
389
79
1444
230
464
79
124
46
228
70
87
34
26
6
50
16
245
75
65
26
225
60
4
3
5190
1161

1
2
Career Access (90%_10%) Orientation (90%_10%)
Completers
Completers
534
102
40
55
15
16
19
10

132
42
115
41

128
43
882
120

16
6
5
1
19
9
845
210

49
19
23
9
1172
223

5
Fundamental CENSUS
Completers
Leavers
1
0
10
2
26
9
18
5
8
0
53
22
69
31
16
7
38
18
34
8
23
8
2
0

6
0
27
9
24
4
62
12
41
4
15
4
42
7
52
10
49
15
33
11
91
24
17
5

11
5
46
8
10
3
35
10
14
7
414
143

63
14
37
7
32
9
6
2
137
41
734
178

Total
534
102
1499
315
612
171
902
249
512
163
442
130
542
177
897
258
2057
421
716
167
1765
381
976
279
300
85
109
29
573
164
1297
319
1355
239
616
185
1549
415
17253
4249
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Data collection
The cohort extracts were sent to BC Stats where they were assembled, reviewed for completeness, and
then passed to the survey contractor for data collection. Field testing of the survey instrument was
done in May 2005, using a sub-sample of students from all institutions—there were 176 respondents.
Based on results of the pre-test, some modifications of the questionnaire were made, to enhance the
flow of the survey and to improve the clarity of certain questions.
The data collection contractor undertook a number of steps to contact former students, including:
• Calling all available numbers to determine the correct number
• Leaving a voice mail and toll-free number for the former students to call
• Using a number of directories to track former students whose phone numbers were missing or
incorrect
• Sending emails to all valid addresses to encourage students to call in to be interviewed or to
participate when called
The telephone interviews for the survey were conducted between May and August 2005. The average
administration time of the interview was 13 minutes. (See Appendix D: ABE Survey Questionnaire.)
The following table shows the final disposition of the survey cohort.
Final Call Disposition Status
Frequency
Respondent
4249
Not in service
3237
No answer
1668
Refused
1260
Soft appointment
675
Ineligible
559
Moved
548
Non-qualifier
479
Message
433
No new phone number
397
Did not attend inst
197
Language problem
114
Travel outside North America
108
Terminated
92
Business phone
88
Fax
85
Living outside North America
57
Travel in North America
53
Specific appointment
32
Busy
21
Deceased
17
Interrupted
16
Illness
13
Not called (strata quotas met)
2855
Total
17253

Percent
24.6%
18.8%
9.7%
7.3%
3.9%
3.2%
3.2%
2.8%
2.5%
2.3%
1.1%
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
16.5%
100
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Analysis and Reporting
BC Stats was responsible for cleaning and validating the data received from the data collection
contractor. Based on these data—the responses to the survey questionnaire—the necessary variables
were derived for analysis and reporting.
To compensate for the disproportional sample sizes, a weighting methodology was developed. The
weighting was based on the stratification by ABE category and institution that was done for the
sampling strategy, using the numbers of actual respondents. Calculating percentages with weighted
data means the survey results that are presented in the aggregate will better reflect the balance of
institutions and categories that exists in the cohort.
A document of tabular reports was produced—the Key Outcomes Indicators by Institution—and
distributed to post-secondary institutions and AVED in August 2005. The tabular reports present the
results for 30 key indicators by institution and by category. The indicators included AVED’s
performance measures and others chosen by the participating organizations.
The percentages displayed in the tabular reports within each stratum (institution by ABE category)
are un-weighted; however, the aggregated results for all institutions or for all ABE categories are
percentages based on weighted data.
The percentages presented in this report are likewise based on the weighted data. The numbers of
respondents reported, however, are the actual numbers. Note that weights are not used when data
based on the whole cohort (not just respondents) are presented.
Analysis for this report included frequencies, crosstabs, and comparison of means—most variables
were examined by each ABE category, weighted and unweighted. In addition, several tests were
used—primarily chi square and ANOVA—to determine if the observed differences between groups
were statistically significant.
It was not possible to test all of the results displayed in the tables and charts; however, differences
noted in the report text as differences are those that were statistically significant, achieving a p value
of < .05.

Limitations
To maximize the number of students eligible for surveying, the selection criteria used to choose the
survey cohort were not restrictive: to be selected for the cohort, former students needed to take only
one course from one of the defined categories. The former students designated “completers” may
have completed only the one course—or they may have had extensive exposure to many ABE courses.
Similarly, “leavers” were those who started but did not complete a course during the period specified
in the selection criteria. It is possible that these students finished courses prior to the specified
enrolment period.
There is no information in the cohort data about students’ participation in ABE courses prior to the
enrolment period, and while the number of courses taken during the enrolment period is known,
they are courses at the same institution—if a student took courses at a different institution, that
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information was not captured. Not knowing the full extent of former students’ exposure to ABE
courses makes it difficult to draw conclusions about them based on their responses to the survey.
Also missing is information about an unknown number of the ABE students who continued their
education by moving from fundamental studies to intermediate or from intermediate to advanced or
provincial level courses. This is because ABE students who took ABE courses at the same
institution during the required period of absence were not eligible for surveying. As a result, the
rates of further education for respondents who were at the lower levels of ABE study are
underestimated.
The former students who were interviewed—approximately 25 percent of the eligible cohort—were
those who could be located and who agreed to be surveyed. They may not be representative of all
former ABE Fundamental and Intermediate/Advanced/Provincial and career preparation students.
There is a further concern for those looking at the area of ABE Fundamental study—the
prioritization used for the cohort selection means that many former students who took ABE
Fundamental courses were placed into one of the other categories for the purposes of the survey.
Only those Fundamental students who did not take any other type of course during the enrolment
period were selected for the ABE Fundamental cohort. Not only does that mean that they may not
represent all ABE Fundamental students, the number of survey respondents in that category is quite
small.

Percentages
For consistency and ease of presentation, most percentages in the report text, tables, and charts have
been rounded and may not always add to 100.
Unless otherwise noted, each percentage is based on the number of students who responded to the
question—those who refused the question, or said “don’t know,” were not included in the
calculation.
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Appendix D: 2005 BC College & Institute ABE Survey Questionnaire
COHORT CATEGORIES:
Successful Completers
1. ABE only – Advanced, Intermediate, and Provincial level.
2. ABE only – Fundamental
3. Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program Registrants
4. Career Access – Courses for Career Access, such as Electronics Access
5. Orientation – Includes career planning, job search, life skills courses
Leavers/Unsuccessful Completers
6. ABE only – Advanced, Intermediate, and Provincial level.
7. ABE only – Fundamental
8. Joint ABE/Non-ABE course or program Registrants
9. Career Access
10. Orientation

READ ALL:
Hello, my name is ________ and I’m calling on behalf of [NAME OF INSTITUTION], BC STATS, the BC Ministry
of Advanced Education, and BC colleges, university colleges, and institutes. We need your help for our survey
of former students. While the survey is voluntary, your participation is important. All answers will be kept
confidential and will only be used for statistical purposes.
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT IS CONCERNED ABOUT THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF PARTICIPATING
OR NOT PARTICIPATING, PLEASE ASSURE THEM THAT THEIR DECISION TO PARTICIPATE WILL HAVE NO
IMPACT ON ANY APPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION OR FUNDING THEY MAY REQUEST IN THE FUTURE.)
INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS TO DETERMINE SURVEY ELIGIBILITY
READ ALL:
The first few questions we ask are intended to help us check our records.
ASK ALL:
Q1 Did you enrol in [NAME OF PROGRAM] at [NAME OF INSTITUTION] between July 1, 2003 and June 30,
2004?
IF YES CHOOSE RELEVANT CODE BELOW AND CONTINUE.
IF NO ASK
Did you enrol in [OTHER CHOICE - 1 OR 2 BELOW AS APPROPRIATE] at [NAME OF INSTITUTION] between
July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004?
IF YES CHOOSE RELEVANT CODE BELOW AND CONTINUE.
IF NO TO BOTH OF THE ABOVE – PROBE AND RECORD COMMENTS (E.G. WHICH COURSE/ PROGRAM
TAKEN AND POLITELY TERMINATE?
(INTERVIEWER NOTE 2 – IF OLA STUDENTS ANSWER NO – MENTION THAT SOME COURSES ARE OFFERED
IN COLLABORATION WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS BUT OLA IS THE INSTITUTION THAT USUALLY AWARDS THE
CREDENTIAL.)
1. YES (ABE, COLLEGE FOUNDATION, COLLEGE PREP OR UPGRADING (i.e., High school or elementary level
academic courses) – GOTO Q2
2. YES (CAREER ACCESS, CAREER PLANNING OR LIFE SKILLS (includes other programs/courses that are not
college level and not high school upgrading or elementary level – GOTO Q2
3. NO – WRONG PROGRAM - PROBE & RECORD COMMENTS ON OTHER COURSE OR PROGRAM - THANK
AND TERMINATE
4. NO – CLAIMS NEVER ATTENDED THAT UNIVERSITY/ THOSE DATES– PROBE AND THANK AND TERMINATE
88. DON’T KNOW – ATTEMPT TO PROBE, ELSE THANK AND TERMINATE
99. REFUSED – ATTEMPT TO PROBE, ELSE THANK AND TERMINATE
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Q1O
Record any relevant notes to Q1.
1. Record notes

ASK (SELECT) IF Q1 = 1 (YES, WAS ENROLLED IN ABE COURSES):
(Further studies)
Q2 Have you enrolled in any ABE, college prep, career access, or career planning courses since June 30,
2004?
1. YES – GO TO Q3
2. NO – GO TO Q5
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q5
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q5
ASK IF Q2 = 1 (YES, SINCE JUNE 30, 2004):

(Further studies)
Q3 Are you enrolled in any of these types of courses right now?
1. YES – GO TO Q4A
2. NO – GO TO Q4A
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q4A
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q4A
ASK IF Q2 = 1 (YES, SINCE JUNE 30) OR Q3 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED RIGHT NOW):

(Further studies)
Q4A Where [did you enroll/are you enrolled] in these types of courses?
(DO NOT READ, MARK THOSE THAT APPLY, MAX 3 RESPONSES)
(IF “OLA” – OPEN LEARNING AGENCY – USE BC OPEN UNIVERSITY)
1. SAME COLLEGE/INSTITUTE AS ABOVE – THANK AND TERMINATE
2. BCIT
3. BC OPEN UNIVERSITY
4. CALGARY (U OF C)
5. CAMOSUN COLLEGE
6. CAPILANO COLLEGE
7. CARIBOO (U.C. OF THE)
8. COLLEGE OF NEW CALEDONIA
9. DOUGLAS COLLEGE
10. COLLEGE OF THE ROCKIES
11. EMILY CARR (ART & DESIGN)
12. FRASER VALLEY UNIV. COLL.
13. INSTITUTE OF INDIGENOUS GOVERNMENT
14. JUSTICE INSTITUTE
15. KWANTLEN UNIV. COLL.
16. LANGARA COLLEGE
17. LETHBRIDGE (U OF L)
18. MALASPINA UNIV. COLL.
19. NICOLA VALLEY INSTITUTE OF TECH
20. NORTH ISLAND COLLEGE
21. NORTHERN LIGHTS
22. NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE
23. OKANAGAN UNIV. COLL.
24. PACIFIC MARINE TRAINING CENTRE
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25. ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY
26. SELKIRK COLLEGE
27. SFU
28. U OF A (ALBERTA)
29. UBC
30. UVIC
31. UNBC
32. VANCOUVER COMM. COLLEGE
33. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
34. CORRESPONDENCE (DISTANCE ED) SCHOOL (SPECIFY) ______
35. CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTRE
36. PRIVATE TRAINING INSTITUTION
37. OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICE AGENCY
38. EMPLOYABILITY TRAINING CENTRE
39. INSTITUTION IN ANOTHER PROVINCE
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) _____________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

Q4A1 OPEN END FOR CODE “34” ABOVE. _____
-- Go to Q4B
ASK IF Q2 = 1 (YES, SINCE JUNE 30) OR Q3 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED RIGHT NOW):

(Further studies)
Q4B What are/were the courses you [are/were] enrolled in?
(DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
1.MATH
2. ENGLISH
3. A SCIENCE
4. CAREER ACCESS COURSE FOR CREDIT
5. COLLEGE FOUNDATION COURSE FOR CREDIT
6. CAREER PLANNING, JOB SEARCH, LIFE SKILLS, ORIENTATION
77. OTHER (SPECIFY)______________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL.
(This question is asked both of students who are no longer doing ABE and those who are enrolled in ABE at a different
institution).
Q5 Why are you no longer enrolled in ABE, college prep, career access or career planning courses at [NAME
OF INSTITUTION]?
(DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
0. I AM STILL ENROLLED IN THESE COURSES AT THE SAME INSTITUTION – THANK AND TERMINATE (To
screen out people who say "Yes" to Q1 and then "No" to Q2, but are still taking ABE/ Career Access etc. courses at the
same institution)
1. GRADUATED
2. COMPLETED ALL THE CREDITS I NEEDED
3. COMPLETED THE COURSES I WANTED
4. JOB SITUATION CHANGED (HAVE A JOB)
5. CHANGED MIND ABOUT PROGRAM/JOB GOALS OR PLANS CHANGED
6. TRANSFERRED TO/QUALIFIED FOR ADMISSION AT ANOTHER INSTITUTION/PROGRAM
7. DISAPPOINTED WITH PROGRAM OR COLLEGE/INSTITUTE
8. DISAPPOINTED WITH OWN PERFORMANCE/FAILED
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9. GOT A JOB / DECIDED TO WORK /BECAME SELF EMPLOYED
10. INCONVENIENT (E.G. TRANSPORTATION, SCHEDULING)
11. PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES (E.G. HEALTH, FAMILY)
12. LACK OF DAYCARE
13. FINANCES
14. I MOVED AWAY
15. COURSE I WANTED WAS NOT OFFERED/ WAS FULL
16. DECIDED TO TAKE A BREAK/SUMMER VACATION/ TRAVEL
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) ___________________________________
88. DON'T KNOW
99. REFUSED
-- Go to Q6
PAST EDUCATION
ASK ALL:
Q6 Before enrolling in these courses at [NAME OF INSTITUTION], did you have a high school diploma or GED?
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: BC DOGWOOD CERTIFICATES, ADULT GRADUATION DIPLOMAS AND FOREIGN
EQUIVALENCY TO BE CONSIDERED AS HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS. GED IS A SEPARATE CATEGORY.)
1. YES – HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA (PROBE)
2. YES – GED (PROBE)
3. NO
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

EVALUATION OF EDUCATION
For the next questions, I’d like you to think only about the [NAME OF PROGRAM FROM Q1] course(s) you were
in. Please do not think about other courses you may have been in at the same time.
READ ALL:
To answer the next questions, think back to when you first enrolled in these courses at [NAME OF
INSTITUTION]…
ASK ALL:
Q7 What were your educational or career goals when you started?
(PROBE: Why did you want to take these courses?)
(DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
(IF TO “GET A JOB” PROBE FOR 4, 5, 6, 7)
1. GET HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION OR DOGWOOD
2. QUALIFY TO ENTER A PROGRAM OR POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION
3. UPGRADING FOR MORE TRAINING/EDUCATION
4. IMPROVE EXISTING JOB SKILLS
5. LEARN NEW JOB SKILLS
6. DECIDE ON A CAREER / CHANGE CAREERS
7. GET A JOB/GET A BETTER JOB
8. PERSONAL INTEREST
9. IMPROVE BASIC SKILLS, (READING/WRITING OR MATH SKILLS)
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) __________________________
88. DON'T KNOW
99. REFUSED
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ASK ONLY IF COHORT GROUP IS (LEAVERS/UNSUCCESSFUL COMPLETERS) = 6, 7, 8, 9 OR 10:
Q8 In total, for how many hours did you go to class or study these courses by yourself? For… (READ LIST)
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: STUDY BY ONESELF ONLINE OR IN A SELF-PACED COURSE. IN TOTAL – FOR ALL
DAYS AND ALL WEEKS STUDIED)
1. Less than 10 hours – GO TO Q15
2. 10 hours or more
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
Q9 To what extent was your most important goal met? Would you say it was…
1. Completely Met
2. Mostly Met
3. Not Really Met
4. Not At All Met
66. NOT APPLICABLE
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
READ ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
I’m now going to ask you to rate some features of these courses. Afterwards, I’ll ask you for your own
comments on them.
ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
Q10 This question is about how well your courses helped you develop skills. Please use the following scale:
very well, well, adequate, poorly, very poorly. Some of them may not be relevant to your particular courses; if
so, just say “does not apply to me”. How well did your courses help you…
1. VERY WELL
2. WELL
3. ADEQUATE
4. POORLY
5. VERY POORLY
66. DOES NOT APPLY
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
A. To write clearly
B. To speak well
C. To read better
D. To work well with others
E. To analyse and think critically
F. To solve problems
G. To use math
H. To use computers
I. To learn on your own
ASK IF [NAME OF INSTITUTION] = OLA:
J. To communicate online
K. To do research on the web
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ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
Q11 And how well did your courses help you with the following personal skills. Please use the following scale:
very well, well, adequate, poorly, very poorly. How well did they help you…
1. VERY WELL
2. WELL
3. ADEQUATE
4. POORLY
5. VERY POORLY
66. DOES NOT APPLY
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
A. To set goals for the future
B. To develop a positive attitude toward learning
C. To develop self-confidence
D. To adapt to change better
E. To manage your work better
ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
Q12 Now, using the scale very good, good, adequate, poor, and very poor, how would you rate…
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: RATING IS TO BE ON AVERAGE. ONCE AGAIN, SOME ITEMS MAY NOT APPLY)
1. VERY GOOD
2. GOOD
3. ADEQUATE
4. POOR
5. VERY POOR
66. DOES NOT APPLY
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
A. The courses being up to date
B. The course materials being appropriate
C. The tools and equipment such as computers and in labs
D. The variety of assignments
E. Tests fairly reflecting what you were taught
F. Quality of Instruction

ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
Q13 And how effective did you find the following learning methods, using the scale very good, good, adequate,
poor, and very poor. How effective did you find…
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: ONCE AGAIN, SOME OF THESE ITEMS MAY NOT APPLY WITH SOME STUDENTS.)
11. VERY GOOD
2. GOOD
3. ADEQUATE
4. POOR
5. VERY POOR
66. DOES NOT APPLY
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
A. Instructor-led classrooms
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B. Self paced classrooms
C. Print based distance education
D. Fully or partially online learning
ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q8 = 1 (LESS THAN 10 HOURS OF CLASS/COURSE):
IF INST = OLA SKIP TO SEQ2 “WORDING FOR STUDENTS WHO DO NOT STATE A CAMPUS”.
SEQ1 When you attended [NAME OF PROGRAM] courses at [NAME OF INSTITUTION], on what campus did you
take most of your courses?
________________________
(BC Stats TO PROVIDE LOOK-UP TABLE OF MAJOR CAMPUSES AT EACH INSTITUTION)
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: IF THE CAMPUS LOCATION GIVEN IS NOT ON THE LIST PROBE FOR COMPLETE
NAME. PROBE FOR ONE MAIN CAMPUS ONLY. NOTE: SOME STUDENTS MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AFFILIATED
WITH A PARTICULAR CAMPUS.)
SEQ2: WORDING FOR STUDENTS WHO STATE THEIR CAMPUS:
I am now going to ask you to rate the quality of various services and facilities on the [NAME OF CAMPUS]
campus. Please use the following scale: very good, good, adequate, poor and very poor to rate these items in
terms of how well they met your needs as a student. If the service was not available or you did not use it,
please tell me.

SEQ2: WORDING FOR STUDENTS WHO DO NOT STATE A CAMPUS (OR ARE FROM OLA)
I am now going to ask you to rate the quality of various services and facilities at [NAME OF INSTITUTION].
Please use the following scale: very good, good, adequate, poor and very poor to rate these in terms of how
well they met your needs as a student. If the service was not available or you did not use it, please tell me.
Q14 How would you rate…
1. VERY GOOD
2. GOOD
3. ADEQUATE
4. POOR
5. VERY POOR
66. DOES NOT APPLY
77. DID NOT USE
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
A. ALL STUDENTS – How easy it was to register
B. ALL STUDENTS – The availability of courses
C. ALL STUDENTS – Learning Support Services (tutoring, mentoring)
D. ALL STUDENTS – Program advising
E. ALL STUDENTS – Career counseling services
F. CAMPUS ONLY – Access to buildings, facilities and equipment
G. CAMPUS ONLY – The site as a place free from harassment or discrimination
H. CAMPUS ONLY - The sense of safety and security
ASK ALL:
Q15 Overall, how satisfied were you with the [NAME OF PROGRAM] courses you took at [NAME OF
INSTITUTION]? Would you say you are…
1. Very satisfied
2. Satisfied
3. Dissatisfied
4. Very dissatisfied
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88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q16 How could these courses be improved?
RECORD OPEN/VERBATIM
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q17 Do you have any other comments, either good or bad, about your experience with these courses?
RECORD OPEN/VERBATIM
00. NO COMMENTS
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

FUNDING
READ ALL:
The Ministry of Advanced Education and the institutions want to get a better understanding of how students
pay for their studies.
ASK ALL:
Q18 How did you support yourself financially while you were studying these courses at [NAME OF
INSTITUTION]?
(MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
[INTERVIEWER NOTE: HOW DID YOU PAY FOR YOUR SCHOOL COSTS AND LIVING EXPENSES WHILE YOU
WERE STUDYING?]
1. PERSONAL SAVINGS
2. EMPLOYMENT WHILE STUDYING
3. FREE OR SUBSIDIZED ROOM AND BOARD FROM FAMILY
4. DIRECT FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM FAMILY OR FRIENDS (NON-REPAYABLE, INCLUDES SPOUSE OR EXSPOUSE)
5. LOANS FROM FAMILY OR FRIENDS
6. PERSONAL BANK LOAN OR CREDIT CARD DEBT
7. GOVERNMENT STUDENT LOANS
8. GOVERNMENT STUDENT GRANTS
9. SCHOLARSHIP OR BURSARY
10. INCOME ASSISTANCE
11. EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
12. DISABILITY BENEFITS
13. OTHER GOVERNMENT FUNDING
14. BAND FUNDING
15. EMPLOYER
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) ______________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
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ASK ALL:
Q19A Did you try to get financial aid while enrolled in these courses at [NAME OF INSTITUTION]?
1. YES
2. NO – GO TO Q20A
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q20A
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q20A
ASK IF Q19A = 1 (YES):
Q19B Did you receive financial aid?
1. YES
2. NO
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q20A Did you experience any financial difficulties while enrolled in these courses at [NAME OF INSTITUTION]?
1. YES
2. NO – GO TO Q21
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q21
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q21
ASK IF Q20A = 1 (YES):
Q20B How did you solve these problems? (Mark all that apply)
1. DIDN’T SOLVE THEM
2. WORKED MORE
3. INCREASED OTHER DEBT
4. TOOK FEWER COURSES
5. TOOK LONGER TO COMPLETE COURSES
6. STOPPED STUDYING FOR A WHILE
7. RECEIVED SUPPORT FROM FAMILY (NON-PAYABLE)
8. CUT BACK ON ENTERTAINMENT/SOCIAL ACTIVITIES/EATING OUT
9. CUT BACK ON EXPENSES SUCH AS FOOD/LODGING/TRANSPORTATION, ETC
77. OTHER (SPECIFY)
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

SUBSEQUENT NON-ABE EDUCATION
ASK ALL:
Q21 Since you enrolled in your last [NAME OF PROGRAM] course at [NAME OF INSTITUTION] have you
enrolled in any other education or training, that is, other than ABE, COLLEGE FOUNDATION, COLLEGE PREP,
CAREER ACCESS, CAREER PLANNING, OR LIFE SKILLS TYPE COURSES?
Note: other/subsequent ABE is captured in Q2
1. YES – GO TO Q22
2. NO – GO TO Q26A
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q26A
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q26A
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ASK IF Q21 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED IN OTHER TRAINING SINCE):
Q22 Are you enrolled in this education or training right now?
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: THAT IS, NON-ABE TRAINING – TRAINING WHICH IS NOT AT A HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL,
TOWARDS HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION, NOR IS CAREER ACCESS NOR COLLEGE FOUNDATION FOR
CREDIT. THIS TRAINING REFERS TO COURSES THAT COULD BE APPLIED FOR CREDIT, CERTIFICATION OR
PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION. IT SHOULD INCLUDE CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES THAT ARE
GREATER THAN ONE WEEK OR GREATER THAN 30 HOURS. IF APPLIED BUT NOT YET ATTENDED, MARK
“NO”.)
1. YES
2. NO
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
-- Go to Q23A
ASK IF Q21 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED IN OTHER TRAINING SINCE):
Q23A What is the course or program you [are/were] enrolled in?
(DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
1.
5.
2.
8.

PRE-APPRENTICESHIP OR ENTRY LEVEL TRADES
APPRENTICESHIP
CERTIFICATE OR DIPLOMA FROM A PUBLIC COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OR INSTITUTE
ASSOCIATE DEGREE, ARTS DIPOMA, UNIVERSITY TRANSFER (FROM COLLEGE, UNIVERSITYCOLLEGE OR
INSTITUTE)
9. BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
6. PRIVATE PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
10. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
77. OTHER __________________________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

ASK IF Q21 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED IN OTHER TRAINING SINCE):
Q23B Where [did you enroll/are you enrolled] in these courses?
[MAX 3 RESPONSES] [DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY]
NOTE: IF OLA USE BC OPEN UNIVERSITY
1. BCIT
2. BC OPEN UNIVERSITY
3. CALGARY (U OF C)
4. CAMOSUN COLLEGE
5. CAPILANO COLLEGE
6. CARIBOO (U.C. OF THE)
7. COLLEGE OF NEW CALEDONIA
8. DOUGLAS COLLEGE
9. COLLEGE OF THE ROCKIES
10. EMILY CARR (ART & DESIGN)
11. FRASER VALLEY UNIV. COLL.
12. INSTITUTE OF INDIGENOUS GOVERNMENT
13. JUSTICE INSTITUTE
14. KWANTLEN UNIV. COLL.
15. LANGARA COLLEGE
16. LETHBRIDGE (U OF L)
17. MALASPINA UNIV. COLL.
18. NICOLA VALLEY INSTITUTE OF TECH
19. NORTH ISLAND COLLEGE
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20. NORTHERN LIGHTS pr
21. NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE
22. OKANAGAN UNIV. COLL.
23. PACIFIC MARINE TRAINING CENTRE
24. ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY
25. SELKIRK COLLEGE
26. SFU
27. U OF A (ALBERTA)
28. UBC
29. UVIC
30. UNBC
31. VANCOUVER COMM. COLLEGE
32. PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
33. CORRESPONDENCE (DISTANCE ED) SCHOOL (SPECIFY) ______
34. CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTRE
35. PRIVATE TRAINING INSTITUTION
36. OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICE AGENCY
37. EMPLOYABILITY TRAINING CENTRE
38. INSTITUTION IN ANOTHER PROVINCE
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) _____________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
Q23C OPEN END FOR CODE “33” ABOVE. _____
INTERVIEWER NOTE: FOR OTHER SPECIFY - CAPTURE RESPONSE EXACTLY AS PROVIDED BY
RESPONDENT. PROBE FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION.
ASK IF Q22 = 2 (NO LONGER ENROLLED IN OTHER TRAINING RIGHT NOW):
Q24 Why are you no longer enrolled in these courses?
(DO NOT READ, MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
1. GRADUATED
2. COMPLETED ALL THE CREDITS I NEEDED
3. COMPLETED THE COURSES I WANTED
4. JOB SITUATION CHANGED (HAVE A JOB)
5. CHANGED MIND ABOUT PROGRAM/JOB GOALS OR PLANS CHANGED
6. TRANSFERRED TO/QUALIFIED FOR ADMISSION AT ANOTHER INSTITUTION/PROGRAM
7. DISAPPOINTED WITH PROGRAM OR COLLEGE/INSTITUTE
8. DISAPPOINTED WITH OWN PERFORMANCE/FAILED
9. GOT A JOB / DECIDED TO WORK /BECAME SELF EMPLOYED
10. CONVENIENCE (E.G. TRANSPORTATION, SCHEDULING)
11. PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES (E.G. HEALTH, FAMILY)
12. LACK OF DAYCARE
13. FINANCES
14. I AM ENROLLED, BUT I HAVE NOT STARTED MY PROGRAM/COURSES YET
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) ___________________________________
88. DON'T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q21 = 1 (YES, ENROLLED IN OTHER TRAINING SINCE):
Q25 How well did your earlier [Name of Program] courses at [NAME OF INSTITUTION] prepare you for the
courses you have enrolled in since? Would you say you were…
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: EARLIER ABE COURSES = COURSES AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL, TOWARDS HIGH
SCHOOL GRADUATION OR CAREER ACCESS AND COLLEGE FOUNDATION COURSES FOR CREDIT)
1. Very well prepared
2. Somewhat prepared
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3. Not very prepared
4. Not at all prepared
66. DOES NOT APPLY
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

ASK ALL:
Q26A Are you planning to enrol in any further courses at a BC college or institute in the future?
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: EITHER ABE OR NON-ABE COURSES)
1. YES – GO TO Q26B
2. NO – GO TO Q27
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q27
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q27
ASK IF Q26A = 1 (YES, PLANNING TO ENROL IN FUTURE COURSES):
Q26B What is the main reason why you are not enrolled in these courses right now?
(MARK ONLY ONE RESPONSE)
1. NEED TO FINISH OTHER COURSES FIRST
2. DO NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO ATTEND AT THIS TIME
3. I DECIDED TO WORK AT A JOB INSTEAD – (NEED TO PROBE IF THE MAIN REASON THEY COULDN’T GO
ON TO FURTHER EDUCATION WAS FINANCIAL)
4. CHANGED MY MIND ABOUT WANTING TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL
5. CHANGED MY MIND ABOUT WHERE I WANT TO STUDY NEXT
6. OTHER PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES MAKE IT TOO DIFFICULT FOR ME TO CONTINUE MY STUDIES
7. DID NOT GET ACCEPTED INTO MY INSTITUTION OF CHOICE
8. I WAS UNABLE TO ENROLL IN THE PROGRAM THAT I WANTED
9. I WAS UNABLE TO ENROLL IN THE COURSES THAT I WANTED
10. I AM ENROLLED BUT I HAVEN’T STARTED MY PROGRAM YET
11. DECIDED TO TAKE A BREAK/SUMMER VACATION/ TRAVEL
12. HAVE NOT DECIDED WHAT I WANT TO STUDY
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) ______________________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
EMPLOYMENT
READ ALL:
Now, on a different topic, I would like to ask you some questions regarding your employment.
ASK ALL:
Q27 Are you working at a job or business right now?
1. YES – GO TO Q34
2. NO – GO TO Q28
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO NEXT SECTION
99. REFUSED – GO TO NEXT SECTION
ASK IF Q27 = 2 (NOT WORKING RIGHT NOW):
Q28 Are you looking for work?
1. YES – GO TO Q29
2. NO – GO TO Q32A
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88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q33
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q33
ASK IF Q28 = 1 (NOT WORKING, BUT LOOKING FOR WORK):
Q29 Are you a full-time student looking for full-time work?
1. YES – GO TO Q33
2. NO – GO TO Q30
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q33
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q33
ASK IF Q29 = 2, 88 OR 99 (NOT WORKING, BUT LOOKING FOR WORK AND NOT A FULL-TIME STUDENT):
Q30 Could you have worked within the last month if a suitable job had been offered?
1. YES – GO TO Q32B
2. NO – GO TO Q31
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q33
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q33
ASK IF Q30 = 2 (NOT WORKING, LOOKING FOR WORK, NOT A FULL-TIME STUDENT AND COULDN’T HAVE
WORKED WITHIN THE LAST MONTH):
Q31 You said that you are not currently available for work. What is the main reason?
(ONE RESPONSE ONLY)
1. STUDYING
2. POOR PROSPECT OF SUITABLE EMPLOYMENT (E.G. LOW SALARIES, LOCATION, ETC.)
3. PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES (E.G. HEALTH, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, ETC.)
4. DOING OTHER THINGS (E.G. TRAVELLING, SPORTS, VOLUNTEERING TO GAIN EXPERIENCE, ETC.)
5. WAITING FOR REPLIES FROM EMPLOYERS/EXPECTING JOB
77. OTHER (SPECIFY): _____________________________________ (E.G, SEASONAL WORK, MOVING/
RECENTLY MOVED)
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ALL GO TO Q33
ASK IF Q28 = 2 (NOT WORKING, NOT LOOKING FOR WORK):
Q32A What is the main reason you’re not looking for work?
(ONE RESPONSE ONLY)
1. STUDYING
2. POOR PROSPECT OF SUITABLE EMPLOYMENT (E.G. LOW SALARIES, LOCATION, ETC.)
3. PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES (E.G. HEALTH, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, ETC.)
4. DOING OTHER THINGS (E.G. TRAVELLING, SPORTS, VOLUNTEERING TO GAIN EXPERIENCE, ETC.)
5. WAITING FOR REPLIES FROM EMPLOYERS/EXPECTING JOB
6. RETIRED
7. I AM AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT/DO NOT HAVE WORK VISA
77. OTHER (SPECIFY): _____________________________________ (E.G, SEASONAL WORK, MOVING/
RECENTLY MOVED)
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ALL GO TO Q33
Q30 = 1 (NOT WORKING, BUT LOOKING FOR WORK, NOT A FULL-TIME STUDENT AND COULD HAVE WORKED
IN THE LAST MONTH):
Q32B What is the main reason you’re not working?
(ONE RESPONSE ONLY)
1. STUDYING
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2. NO JOBS AVAILABLE/CAN’T FIND A JOB
3. SALARY TOO LOW IN JOBS AVAILABLE
4. PERSONAL REASONS (E.G., HEALTH, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES)
5. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF/SEASONAL WORK
6. TEMPORARILY BETWEEN JOBS/EXPECTING JOB SOON
7. NEED MORE EDUCATION/TRAINING
8. UNABLE TO GET REQUIRED LICENCE, TRADE CERTIFICATE OR UNION MEMBERSHIP
9. DOING OTHER THINGS (E.G., TRAVELLING, SPORTS, VOLUNTEERING TO GAIN EXPERIENCE)
77. OTHER (SPECIFY) _____________
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ALL GO TO Q33
ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW):
Q33 Have you worked at a job or business at any time since you left your [NAME OF PROGRAM] courses at
[NAME OF INSTITUTION]?
1. YES – GO TO Q36
2. NO – GO TO NEXT SECTION
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO NEXT SECTION
99. REFUSED – GO TO NEXT SECTION
ASK IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW):
Q34 How many jobs do you have right now?
1. ONE
2. TWO
3. THREE OR MORE
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW):
Q35 How many hours do you work, on average, each week (in all your jobs together if Q34 = two or more
jobs)?
RECORD HOURS (FROM 0.00 TO 99.90)
8888. DON’T KNOW
9999. REFUSED
ASK IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW) OR Q33 = 1 (HAVE WORKED SINCE LEAVING ABE PROGRAM):
Q36 Did you have the same job(s) before or while you were enrolled in these courses at [NAME OF
INSTITUTION]?
1. YES
2. NO
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW) OR Q33 = 1 (HAVE WORKED SINCE LEAVING ABE PROGRAM AT THIS
INSTITUTION):
Q37 [Can/could] you do your job(s) better because of the knowledge and skills you gained in your [NAME OF
PROGRAM] courses? Would you say…
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. Not very much
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4. Not at all
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

ASK IF Q27 = 1 (WORKING RIGHT NOW) OR Q33 = 1 (HAVE WORKED SINCE LEAVING ABE PROGRAM AT THIS
INSTITUTION):
Q38 [Can/could] you do your job(s) better because of the personal skills you gained in your courses? Would
you say…
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: PERSONAL SKILLS MAY INCLUDE MANAGING WORK SKILLS, GOAL AND PRIORITY
SETTING, USING NEW WAYS OF DOING THINGS).
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. Not very much
4. Not at all
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q36 = 2 (DIDN’T WORK AT THE SAME JOB WHILE IN ABE PROGRAM AT THIS INSTITUTION):
Q39 Were you better able to find a job because of your courses? Would you say…
1. Very much
2. Somewhat
3. Not very much
4. Not at all
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q27 =1
Q40 What is your total annual income before deductions, including tips and commissions. Would it be…
1. Less than $10,000
2. $10,000 to $19,999
3. $20,000 to $29,999
4. $30,000 to $39,999
5. $40,000 to $49,999
6. $50,000 or more
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED

DEMOGRAPHICS
READ ALL:
And finally just a few questions about yourself. These questions collect information which is needed to
support programs that promote equal educational opportunity for everyone.
ASK ALL:
Q41 Which of the following best described you when you were enrolled in these courses? Were you…
1. A single person with no children
2. Part of a couple with no children
3. Part of a couple with children
4. A single parent
77. OTHER (SPECIFY): ____________________________
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88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q42 Did you learn English as a second language?
1.
2.
88.
99.

YES
NO – GO TO Q44
DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q44
REFUSED – GO TO Q44

ASK IF Q42 = 1 (YES, DID LEARN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE):
Q43
At what age did you learn English as a second language?
(DO NOT READ LIST)
1.
2.
3.
4.
88.
99.

AGE 12 OR EARLIER
AS A TEENAGER (AGE 13-17)
AS AN ADULT (AGE 18 AND OVER)
COMBINATION OF ABOVE [PROBE FOR MAIN AGE LEARNED]
DON’T KNOW
REFUSED

ASK ALL:
Q44 Do you have a long-term physical condition, mental condition, or health problem that limits the kind of
activity that you can do (e.g. at home, at school or at work)?
1. YES
2. NO – GO TO Q46
88. DON’T KNOW – GO TO Q46
99. REFUSED – GO TO Q46
ASK IF Q44 = 1 (YES, DO HAVE A LIMITING CONDITION OR HEALTH PROBLEM):
Q45 Could you describe your limitation? (Mark all that apply)
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF REQUIRED: WITH WHAT TYPES OF ACTIVITIES DO YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY)?
1. MOBILITY (DIFFICULTY MOVING AROUND)
2. COORDINATION OR DEXTERITY (DIFFICULTY USING HAND, ARM)
3. SEEING (BLIND OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED)
4. HEARING (DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING)
5. SPEECH (UNABLE TO SPEAK OR DIFFICULTY SPEAKING)
6. BREATHING (ASTHMA)
7. LEARNING (LEARNING DISABILTIY, DYSLEXIA, ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER)
8. MENTAL FUNCTIONING (MENTAL ILLNESS, DEPRESSION, BIPOLAR, ANXIETY DISORDER)
77. OTHER DISABILITY (SPECIFY) _________
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q46 Are you an Aboriginal person? That is, an indigenous person of Canada, including North American Indian,
Inuit or
Métis?
(INTERVIEWER NOTE, RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATE THEY ARE FIRST NATIONS (STATUS OR NON-STATUS)
SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED AS ABORIGINAL)
1. YES
2. NO
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88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK IF Q47 = 1 (YES, ARE AN ABORIGINAL PERSON)
Q47 Are you . . . ? (READ LIST – ONE ANSWER ONLY)
1. A member of a First Nation
2. Métis
3. Inuit
4. Other (MULTIPLE/PARTIAL ANCESTRY TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS CATEGORY)
88. DON’T KNOW
99. REFUSED
ASK ALL:
Q48 The information gathered in this survey is used by BC colleges, university-colleges and institutes, and the
BC Ministry of Advanced Education, under an agreement of the BC Statistics Act. You may refuse to share
your information with any of these organizations by writing to the Director of Statistics before July 31, 2005.
Would you like the address of the Director?
1. YES [GIVE ADDRESS]:
Director, BC Stats
PO Box 9410 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC
V8W 9V1
2. NO
Thank you.
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Appendix E: Reasons for Leaving
Reasons

Graduated

ABE
Advanced
Leaver

ABE Fundamental
Leaver

ABE
Advanced

ABE Fundamental

Joint ABE/
College

Career
Access

Orientation

2.6%

2.4%

5.6%

4.3%

4.3%

8.8%

6.4%

Completed all the credits I needed

12.0%

4.2%

27.2%

17.2%

32.4%

26.8%

20.9%

Completed the courses I wanted

14.9%

11.9%

32.7%

37.4%

31.9%

39.9%

39.0%

Job situation changed (have a job)

19.7%

19.6%

11.7%

16.7%

5.9%

9.6%

11.2%

Changed mind about course/ plans changed

15.0%

16.0%

7.9%

8.1%

8.9%

6.6%

5.5%

Transferred/ qualified for another institution or program

8.8%

5.3%

11.2%

3.8%

19.1%

10.0%

8.8%

Disappointed with course or institution

5.0%

4.9%

1.4%

1.7%

1.5%

1.3%

2.6%

Disappointed with own performance/ failed

2.7%

3.5%

0.9%

3.8%

1.4%

0.0%

1.1%

Got a job/ decided to work/ became self-employed

6.0%

6.1%

2.9%

1.9%

2.2%

3.1%

7.2%

Inconvenient (e.g., transporation, scheduling)

6.2%

7.7%

3.1%

1.7%

1.4%

0.6%

1.7%

Personal circumstances (e.g., health, family)

12.9%

25.2%

7.3%

8.9%

3.6%

5.0%

10.0%

Lack of daycare

0.5%

2.3%

0.4%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Finances

4.5%

5.3%

3.1%

4.5%

3.3%

2.5%

3.3%

Moved away

1.7%

0.9%

1.5%

0.0%

1.0%

0.4%

3.1%

Course I wanted was not offered or full

1.0%

0.0%

0.9%

0.5%

0.9%

0.9%

1.1%

Wanted break/ vacation/ travel

0.4%

0.5%

0.4%

1.2%

1.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Other

1.4%

2.1%

0.9%

1.3%

0.4%

1.6%

0.9%

Note: Respondents could give more than one reason for leaving; the reasons were coded at the time of the interview.
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Appendix F: Lessons Learned
The lessons we learned from this project are divided into three categories: survey design, data
collection, and reporting. This research gave us some valuable insights into dealing with complex
cohorts—especially about their impacts on budgeting and scheduling! Future ABE surveys would
benefit from a more focussed approach, particularly in cohort selection.

Survey Design
¾ Complexity of the Cohort
Institutions offer a broad range of courses under the Adult Basic Education umbrella—ABE courses
are offered at nineteen post-secondary institutions, under a variety of names (e.g., ABE, college
foundation, college preparation, access, and upgrading). The flexibility of the ABE system is its
strength; however, this flexibility made it difficult to define and explain our cohort, because most
ABE students belong in more than one ABE group. While Adult Basic Education is a title used
within the Ministry of Advanced Education (AVED) and by many of the post-secondary institutions,
students taking these courses don’t think of themselves as ABE students, because many have
completed high school and are taking courses under the ABE umbrella to qualify to transfer to
another program or institution.
LESSON LEARNED: Flexibility must be built into the project objectives and the research
questions. Creativity is needed to find ways to get comparable data from such a diverse
population. The institutions need to provide course information for each student so we can
group students from similar courses together and we can evaluate their experience based on their
exposure to ABE (i.e., based on the number of courses taken and the level of the courses). The
course information could also be used by the data collection contractor to clarify with the
respondent the course(s) we were asking them to evaluate.
¾ Using Administrative Data
The ABE Outcomes Survey as it was conceived and planned was interesting and worthwhile, but we
could have explored the extent of the information that is held already in the Post-Secondary Central
Data Warehouse (CDW). Reviewing the administrative records could have given us insights into the
cohort that would have helped with the survey design.
LESSON LEARNED: We need to request as much information on the cohort as is available.
“More is less” in the sense that asking for more up front often means less work later on. We need
to spend time looking at the data available from the institutions and the CDW (e.g., number of
ABE courses taken, exposure to ABE within one institution, type and level of ABE exposure.)
¾ Identifying the Cohort
Our initial work with the steering committee to define the cohort went very well and the seven
groups defined seemed to cover the client group. However, when it came time to extract the contact
data there was a lot of confusion within the institutions around the seven ABE groups and the
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prioritization used. The institutions were not given a lot of notice to extract their cohorts and some
of them had to rely on the CDW to pull their files.
LESSON LEARNED: We need to ask: What resources are available within the institutions and
AVED to extract and deliver contact data? We need to give the institutions more time to review
the cohort specifications and extract their cohorts. All the institutions should have been
consulted about the seven ABE groups and the implications of the prioritization for their
institution.
¾ Adult Basic Education Completers and Leavers
AVED and the institutions wanted to include completers and leavers to get a better picture of the
ABE population. Participants were categorized as ‘leavers” based on their failure to complete one
course in a specified period (July 2003 to June 2004)—those called “completers” were required to
complete only one course. For some questions we noticed significant differences between leavers and
completers, although in other cases, the leavers and completers proved to be more similar than
dissimilar.
LESSON LEARNED: We should conduct two separate surveys: one for students who were
completers (students who completed a specified number of courses) and one for short-stay
students (students who did not complete a specified number of ABE courses).
¾ Joint Registrants
The survey findings indicated that students registered jointly in ABE and college-level courses are
more like students enrolled in other college-level courses than they are like other ABE students. We
are concerned that joint registrants really haven’t had enough ABE exposure (52 percent had only
taken one course) and may be evaluating their post-secondary experience vs. their ABE courses.
Students registered in both ABE and college-level courses accounted for 27 percent of the
respondents and, therefore, had an influence on the overall findings. Some institutions feel we are
misrepresenting the ABE population by including this group in an ABE outcomes survey.
LESSON LEARNED: We should not include joint registrants in the next ABE outcomes
survey—we know why they are taking ABE courses and their probable outcomes. We could also
answer a lot of questions about these joint registrants by exploring the data available in the
CDW.
¾ Defining the Cohort Frame
A large number of former ABE and career preparation students were identified as eligible for the
survey (17,253), but to stay within the project budget, it was necessary to limit the number of
students surveyed. To make sure that all the ABE groups or categories defined above had adequate
representation, a disproportional stratified sampling methodology was applied.
LESSON LEARNED: The limited sample size used was adequate to measure system-wide
performance but did not provide useful data to institutions. Ideally the institutions wanted to
be able to compare, with confidence and meaning, performance between ABE groups within
their institutions. If the survey is done again, the budget considerations should be weighed
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against the size of the sample to provide institutions with enough respondents to make
comparisons between ABE groups. That said, it should be noted that not all the targets in the
sampling framework were met—for example, it was impossible to get an actual census of former
ABE Fundamental students. In fact, the response rate for the Fundamental group was 28
percent of the ABE Fundamental cohort.
¾ Questionnaire Development
The decision to survey all ABE students added to the complexity and length of the questionnaire.
The steering committee had to develop a telephone survey that was applicable to a broad range of
students. As well, we were trying to accommodate different research objectives under one outcomes
survey.
LESSON LEARNED: To improve questionnaire design, we should have started with clearly
defined research questions, then asked, What do we need to know to answer our research
questions? Also, if we narrow the cohort specifications, we will be able to reduce the length and
complexity of the questionnaire.
In addition, the steering committee had to take into account the respondents’ ability to answer key
questions based on their limited exposure to ABE courses. An added complication became apparent
during the pre-testing: the questionnaire had to be modified because many of the people contacted
did not ‘recognize’ the course(s) they took as “adult basic education.” The first draft of the cohort
specifications included a request for course information, but the institutions couldn’t provide that
information in time to meet submission deadlines.
LESSON LEARNED: We need to find a way of identifying the courses that former students
took, to be sure that respondents are evaluating the courses we are investigating. Getting detailed
course information from the institutions would help guide the committee with regard to
choosing the correct language and matching questions to students’ levels of exposure to ABE.
We need to determine what kind of support institutions need to extract course-level information.

Data Collection
¾ Tracking Participants
Finding former ABE students was very difficult. We started with contact information that was out of
date—these former students may have been out of the system for eight or nine months by the time
we extracted their contact data. Nineteen percent of phone numbers provided were invalid (wrong
numbers, NIS, etc.). The data collection contractor found the phone number sourcing activities for
this survey were extensive and a challenge to manage, given the limited size of some of the strata.
LESSON LEARNED: We need to improve the contact data. We need to increase the budget to
allow for additional sourcing (tracking former students using directory assistance).
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¾ Budgeting
We underestimated the data collection costs, primarily because we did not take into account the
additional time required to track students within the sampling plan. We also had to add additional
questions and interviewer notes because many of the people contacted did not ‘recognize’ the
course(s) they took as “adult basic education.” Further, the data collection contractor was required
to track more students because of invalid contact data. The final data collection cost per survey was
just under $24.00 vs. the $17.00 that was originally budgeted.
LESSON LEARNED: If we continue to survey ABE students additional funding needs to put set
aside for tracking students. The data collection contractor needs course level information so they
can clearly identify the course(s) we are asking the student to evaluate. We need to encourage the
institutions to collect accurate and up-to-date contact data, including postal and email addresses
and alternate phone numbers, so we can find these students.
¾ Scheduling
The original data collection schedule was revised because a number of institutions could not submit
their contact data in the time provided. As well, there were some delays in data collection, which
meant the data collection contractor had to extend the ABE data collection period. The ABE project
was in the field between May and August. According to the data collection contractor it is harder to
contact former students during the summer, because they are more likely to be out or have moved for
summer employment.
LESSON LEARNED: In order to meet the project schedule we need to give the institutions
sufficient notice to prepare their cohort extracts. We also need to be aware of the mobility of
students during the summer months and schedule the data collection phase for late winter or
early spring.

Reporting
¾ Scheduling Changes and Delays
The scheduling of the report release was changed due to a delay in production. The report release
was scheduled for the end of November 2005; however, at the Draft 1 stage of production (in
October), there was a halt in the process, to accommodate an extended review period for the first
draft. The completion of the report was moved from November to March 2006.
LESSON LEARNED: The report production schedule relies on the participation of committee
members, and should be developed in consultation with the committee to make sure the
scheduled review times are adequate.
¾ Budget Impacts
The original plan for the final report was that it would be a relatively short “summary report” and the
estimate in the budget reflected that. We went over budget, in part, because we didn’t appreciate that
the cohort was too complex to be dealt with adequately in a short summary report. Further, we
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didn’t take into account the added complexity that weighting the data introduced, and the analysis
for the report required many more hours than was originally estimated.
LESSON LEARNED: While we have learned a lot about dealing with complex datasets, we
need to consider options for reducing the time needed for reporting these findings. One of the
obvious suggestions is to reduce the complexity of the cohort (see notes on design, above). It
would also help, at the design stage, to focus on the most important or pressing research
questions—to reduce the volume of the data collected.
The budget allocated for the report was not enough to cover all of the information collected by the
survey. Nevertheless, we did try to report on all of the findings.
LESSON LEARNED: When the budget is limited, trying to cover everything usually means
nothing is covered effectively; we need to focus the content of the report to meet the
stakeholders’ needs and stay within budget. The committee should have been consulted at the
beginning of the planning process, to ensure the report would address key research findings while
staying within the allocated budget. During the production process, we should have emphasized
the importance of the outline as a planning tool, and asked the committee to focus on the
information they needed.
¾ Confidentiality of drafts
After Draft 1 of the report was sent to the committee for review, we heard reports that it had been
circulated more widely. This is a concern, for two reasons: 1) the content of a draft can be
significantly different than the final report, and 2) the draft could contain factual errors—it had not
been datachecked. It is our practice to submit all of our published documents to a rigorous check—
all the figures presented are verified by someone other than the author—before release. It is not
efficient to do this at the Draft 1 stage, because the content is subject to change, and a check must be
done later anyway, when the document nears completion, since errors can creep in as edits are made.
LESSON LEARNED: We should contact the committee at the onset of the project to ask if
preparing a first draft that can be circulated widely is a required deliverable. If so, that has
implications for the budget and schedule.
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